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Students: Library hours 'unacceptable'
by Melissa Morrier
Staff reporter

In a move that has struck a resoundingly negative chord with students, late
night library hours this year were cut
from midnight to 10 p.m. Mondays
through Thursdays in what library
officials and Central administrators
called a "desperate" }>udgej;-cutting
measure.
In a memo distributed to university
staff Sept. 10, Dr. Frank Schneider,
dean of library services, stated the
reason for the reduction in hours is "in

large part the consequence of the vacant reference librarian position and
the introduction of the CD-ROM program which requires intensive personnel intercession in lending assistance
to the users."
The CD-ROM is an information serviceoncompactdiscwith two data bases,
one for'education and one for business.
"The library staff can't afford to hire
students to work the extra hours because they can't afford to pay them,"
said Dr. Robert Edington, Central vice
president for academic affairs.
"This university has been underfunded

for the last five years. We try to do far
more than what we can afford to do.
Our situation is getting desperate and
the library is suffering as a result.
"Schneider believes that money to pay
student workers is dropping drastically," Edington said. "It was either
lower the quality or focus on paying
students to work during the library's
heaviest hours. At least that's my
understanding from our discussions."
Schneider was unavailable for comment due to illness.
Many students voiced dissatisfaction
with the change of hours.

"It was so convenient for those who
had a social life while the sun is out,"
said sophomore He S. Yi. "I'm a night
person. This dorm (Alford-Montgomery) isn't quiet after quiet hours and all
of the study rooms are gone."
"I'd like it open until midnight," senior John Wick said. "I don't like to stay
home. There are too many distractions
there. I stay at the library as long as I
can."
Some students said they didn't mind.
"The change in hours doesn't really

See LIBRARY I page 2

HOUSING HEADACHES

More students
means less
available
housing here

'It's like this
transition
nobody told
you about'

by Jeff Speidel
and Jim Thomsen

News editor

by Darla Hill

Observer staff

aying Central is going
through a "housing
problem" is like
calling the budget
deficit "a little cash flow
problem."
An increase in Central's
student population combined
with a sharp growth trend in
the Kittitas Valley has filled
university residence halls
and apartments - and surrounding private housing to beyond capacity, leaving
many students with makeshift or nonexistent accommodatfons as fall quarter
began last month.
"The odds of getting something are anywhere from ·
real poor to miserable," said
Central Housing Services
Director Jim Hollister.
"We're tight, full as heck,
and from there on things get
real foggy."

'~Let me share the rent so I
don't have to spend the year in
a tent."
-an advertisment on
a Samuelson Union Building
bulletin board.

S

tudents caught ·in
housing-choked
Ellensburg's crunch
have resorted to creative desperation in their quest
for a place to stay.
"I know of people who are
living in tents and campers,"
said junior Kelli Smith, who,
after much searching, was able
to secure a room in an
Ellensburg house last spring.
Central and the surrounding
community are caught in what
university officials say is a
temporary imbalance between
housing demand and supply.
"Crunch" is the most frequent

S

Arnie orem Jr./The Observer

A Courson Hall resident, one victim of Central's housing crunch, lives·day to day at the
conference center. Students living in the hall are waiting to be moved onto campus.
The squeeze is partly attrih 1,900 new students for this
squeezed that Hollister's
utable to a record .demand fm fall, expected2,000 and
office has taken the step of
enrollment at Central, said
received 1,946. Last year's
opening Courson Hall,
Jim Pappas, dean of student enrollment cap was set at
Central's year-round conferadmissions.
5,997 and we had 6,221 stuence center. It serves as
"Central is receiving more
dents. This year the cap was
overflow accommodationf~ for
freshman applications than raised to 6,090."
students who could not be
any other state university ex- The university's residence
placed in the residence halls.
cept (The) Evergreen (State halls, which can house 2,468
S HOUSE I
College)," he said. We wanted students, have become so
ee
page 5

See MESS I page 5

Residents sound alarm over security locks
Florida murders
'underscore' need,
says Hollister
by J.R. Walker
Staff reporter

It's a case of safety vs. convenience as
students living on campus are faced
with new 24-hour security locks on all
residence hall entrances, excluqing
Barto and Stephens-Whitney halls,
which have outside doors to rooms.

"I feel real positive about this," said
Jim Hollister, Central director ofhousing services. The security measures
were announced last spring due to a
"generalized growth of · concern,'' of
student safety and not due to the murder of five University of Florida students in Gainesville, Florida, last
month.
"Although (what happened in) Florida underscores the need," Hollister
said.
In addition to the 24-hour lockup,
alarms will be installed on every outside door other than the main entrance.

Hollister said this will help residence to a problem securing materials. Dehall staff keep track of who's coming lays could reach six months.
into buildings.
The new system leaves students with
Students receiving packages from no way to enter another residence hall
United Parcel Service will have to go to other than calling beforehand or getthe package office set up on the second ting someone's attention on the inside.
floor of the north lobby of Stephens"I think it's stupid," said Bruce Le¥lhitney. The office will notify students onardy, a sophomore living in Davies
Hall. "I feel for the people who live on
when they have a package waiting:
Telephones will also be installed the first floor because everybody knocks
outside each main enb~ance so guests · on their window and wants them to
may call friends and ask to be let in. open the door."
Inconvenience aside, many said they
However, a source at Housing Services
said there is no estimated time the See LOCKED I page 2
alarms or phones will be installed due
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Library
picketing
considered
by BOD

Beer + running

-

hospital

Central student
"crawl" from the loading dock
wasarrestedearly
area,andthereportsaidthat
September 23 in
he further resisted arrest by
connection with
pushing away one of the
driving while intoxicated
by Jeff Speidel and Mark Eaton
officers and grabbing his
after driving his car through
hand cuffs and throwing
From LIBRARY I page 1
a chain-link fence, a campus
them.
affect me because the lab closes police report said.
fered a compound fracbirthdate that would have
The officer called for backup
at 10 p.m. and that's all I come
Witnesses reported seeing a ture at Barto Hall Saturday
made him 21.
and the student calmed
hereforanyway. I haveahouse green Camaro drive through night after trying to elude
The other man was taken to down, saying he had a
off-campus and I study there," 25 feet of chainlink fence at police for possessing alcohol . a separate area for questionbroken ankle, the report said.
said senior Stacie Lemoine.
14th and B streets.
as a minor, a police report
ing and the man who gave
He was then placed in a
In a letter to Schneider and
Later that evening, an
said.
his age as 23 complained he
patrol car and taken to
Central President Donald officer spotted the vehicle
The reports said that while
was feeling sick.
Kittitas Valley Community
Garrity, the BOD demanded parked on 18th Avenue
on bicycle patrol, two officers
The man no longer reHospital where it was
an explanation for the change. between D and Chestnut
spotted two men at the Asponded to questioning for
learned he had a compound
"If students don't like the streets and investigated, the wing of Barto Hall with open
identification and was told by fracture.
change in hours, (they can) report said.
containers of beer.
the officers that he was being
Both men were cited for
make a counter-decision," said
As the suspect exited the
When the officers contacted
placed under arrest.
minors in possession of
Edington. He suggested possi- car, the officer questioned
the men, one of them atThe report said the man
alcohol.
bly having the library open damage to the front of the
tempted to hide his beer
then ran in an "apparent
The student with the fraclater in the morning and close Camaro.
under his shirt while the
attempt to elude arrest."
ture was also cited for
later at night on certain days.
According to report, the
other tried to disassocitate
According to the report, the
resisting arrest and was
John Drinkwater, director of suspect then admitted to
himself from his open conman ran east through the
released on his signature.
student activities, said: "We're driving through the fence.
tainer.
passage between C-wing and
Campus Cops is a compilanot happy with the change of The officer then gave the
The report said the officers
the lobby of Barto Hall.
tion of the unusual events
hours. They didn't even con- man a standard DWI test.
asked the students for ID
With one of the officers in
from the preceding week that
suit anyone and the memo we
When asked how much he'd and one of the men said he
pursuit, he tried to jump a
appear on incident reports
received was pretty vague."
had to drink, the suspect
was 23 years old.
pile of garbage on the loading filed by Central police.
Jackson said it's "unaccept- said, "too much."
The officers, upon checking dock behind the lobby and
Names are published only
able to take away two hours of
his identity, found the man
fell to the ground.
after a suspect has been
homework. The BOD is toying A Central student sufwas giving an erroneous
The subject then began to
charged with a crime.
with the idea of petitioning or ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ J
picketing."
Marsha Brandt, assistant secretary to Schneider, said the
library's hours will change for
finals week, "but we don't know
when," she said.
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CAMPu·s COPS

Win up to $500 Cash!

Freshlllen
not used to
new system.
From LOCKED I page 1

Blizzard

believe the dorms will be safer
from vandalism and theft.
"I think it's worth it," said
Casey Harvey, Davies manager. "People will get used to it.
Mainly the irate people are
people who know there's a difference. People who aren't bothered are people who don't know
any different," like incoming
freshmen.
Not all freshmen have taken
kindly to the new security
measures.
"I don't like it because when
people come over to visit, it's
hard for them to get in," said
Amy Lowe, a freshman at
Muzzall Hall.
"It would've been easier if they
had gotten this done before the
residents got here," said Moore
manager Linda Bostock.
"It's just that the initial stages
are going to put stress on us
(the stam," Bostock said, indicating the living group advisers will be the ones dealing
with alarms going off, day or
night.
"Overall," Bostock said, "I
think it's a good idea, but the
way they're going about it
could've been handled better."

of
Bucks!A Zany Game Show

October 5

7:30 pm
Hertz

$3

Caution:
Women should not
wear dresses!!

Spo~sored

by .A.SCWU
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Sparks stays single-sex

Bring a pair of gloves:
River cleanup Saturday

Women approve new restrictions on male visitor~
rassed," said Tricia Thiel, a
freshman at Sparks. There will
also be less parties, Thiel said,
adding: "We'rejust as rowdy as
anyone else."
While safety may not be the
inain reason for the new measures, Fouts said it puts parents' minds at ease when steps
are taken to control the traffic
of males coming in the dorm.

by J.R. Walker
Staff reporter

With Hitchcock and Beck
halls going coed, Sparks Hall
is now the only single-sex dorm
on campus.
•
The all-women dorm residents have also decided that
no males will be allowed past
the lobby during quiet hours,
which are 10 p.m. to 8 a.m.
Monday through Thursday and
2 a.m. to 8 a.m. Friday and
Saturday.
Rachel Fouts, Sparks' manager, said the hours were decided by residents during their
first week here.
"We thought it was important
that they had ·a say in the
hours," said Fouts.
Residents of Sparks, often
called "The Convent," have
taken these measures for a
variety of reasons. Fouts said
privacy, freedom and comfort
to dress the way residents want
and safety are among them.
"If I walk to the bathroom in
my nightie, I won't be embar-
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which until .this · year<were < >Despite the change~; ij6lli.si
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Plan to attend one of three
meetings in Black 101:
•Oct. 16, 3-4 p.m.
•Oct. 17, 4-5 p.m.
•Oct. 18, 7-8 p.m.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:
(Sign-up schedules posted two
weeks in advance)

he

by Shannon Downs
Staff reporter

largest percentage of trash.
"I hope we have at least 300
community members and stuCitizens of Cle Elum and dents this year." he said. About
Ellensburg and a group of 60. Central students particiCentral students are banding pated last year, he said.
together Saturday to clean up
Those participating in the
recreational areas along the clean up should dress for the
Yakima River.
occasion, said Sutich. He sug"The Yakima River is becom- gested jeans, long-sleeved
ing a more popular river," shirts, and boots or shoes which
protect the feet and ankles.
~e~~!~~ ;;:s~~:!tB~:id ;!tPct can
"The main thing all particisaid. "Peoplearelitteringmore pants must have is a good pair
than I've ever seen."
of gloves!" Sutich said.
Last year over seven tons o~
Participants will not be regarbage was picked up along quired to pick up anything
theshoresoftheYakimaRiver. which could be harmful to
The cleanup begins with a them, like needles or car batmeeting at Hertz parking lot teries. A special team is called
at 8 a.m. Upon arrival anyone in to dispose of such things . .
riot involved in a club or resiThe cleanup will end around
dence hall will be assigned to a 12:30 p.m. Central's Food Servgroup. Each group will be re- ices will provide lunch for all
sponsibleforcleaningupades- participants and the trophies
ignated area along the river.
will be awarded then.
The BOD and the Residence
Anyone interested in joining
Hall Council are providing two the cleanup can contact the
trophies for the cleanup. One BOD or RHC offices, or can
each will go to the residence show up at Hertz parking lot
hall and club picking up the Saturday morning.

Phone pre-registration gets
freshman trial this month
System could open for all students by winter quarter

ALASKATEACHERPLACEMENT ON CAMPUS: ·Two informational meetings are
scheduledfor10a.m.and 1 :15
p.m. Oct. 23 in SUB 204-5.
· There will be a limited number
of interviews scheduled for
special education majors and
teaching couples. The signup schedule will be posted
two weeks before.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS FOR TEACHERS:
The following Job Search
Workshops will be presented
by Robert D. Malde of the
CP&PC:
•Oct. 23, 3-4 p.m.
•Oct. 24, 3-4 p.m.
•Oct. 25, 3-4 p.m. ·
All meetings are in Black 107.
Topics covered include Job
finding skills, resumes and
interviewing.

PLACEMENT ORIENTATION
_ MEETINGS FOR TEACHER
CANDIDATES: 1991 graduates should start placement
files. Placement Orientation
Meetings will be presented to
discuss
CP&PC services.
Instructions will be given on
completing a placement file.

The Career Planning and
Placement Center is located in Barge 105.

~-3587

FORT MAC
ARMY SURPLUS

[ SPECIALIZING IN CAMPING AND HUNTING SUPPLIES ]

Check out our large
selection of new and
used Military Issue
Clothing, Duffie Bags,
.
Packs, SI
. eepmg
Bags, Coats, Winter
Wear, Etc.

_t_h_.-r-h-.
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CP&PC
• Oct. 19: U.S. Defense Contract Audit Agency (accounting majors/auditors).
• Oct. 23: FBI (all majors).
Meeting for all interested at 3
p.m. in SUB 204-5.
• Oct. 26: Zycon (industrial
supervision, manufacturing
technology, techinical training
programming majors).
• Oct. 29-30: The Boeing Co.
(business and technical majors). Group meeting for all
interested 7 p.ni. Oct. 29 in
SUB 204-5.
•Oct. 30: Russ Berrie Co. (all
majors interested in sales careers).
• Oct. 30: CIA (all majors).
Group meeting for all interested
7 p.m. Oct. 29 in SUB 204-5.

Fouts admits they won't be
able to catch every male in the
dorm, nor is that their intent.
"We aren't policing but if guys
are seen, action will be taken,"
Fouts said.
Sparks Hall was left the only
all-girl dorm when a questionnaire circulated last spring
showed only enough interested
girls to fill one single-sex dorm.
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Drawing held Oct. 10. 1990
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A registration employee files in courses for a student.
by Jonathan Modie
News editor

said. Addtdrop will open for
one week at the start of next
quarter.
If a test program for
If the add/drop period for
upperclassmen proves
freshmen proves successful,
successful, telephone regisregistering for winter
tration will become permaquarter may be as easy as
nent starting in January.
calling out for a pizza.
The REGI system is
Central's new telephone
registration program, named operated through touch-tone
telephones and students,
REGI, an acronym for
after dialing a special regisRegistration's Exceptionally
tration number, are asked by
Great Innovation, will begin
the computerized voice of a
this month with freshmen
woman to dial a series of
registration as the pilot. If
numbers. They include
all goes well, said Registrar
special codes to get into the
Carolyn Wells, all uppersystem and the students'
classmen may use the
identification numbers.
system to add or drop
Wells said students will
classes.
Otherwise, they must wait · then dial in code numbers for
classes, and if a class reuntil Jan. 3, which could
quires a signature from an
mean standing in long lines.
instructor, students must get
"We're trying to encourage
a code number which equates
people to use the new sysa signature from that intem," Wells said. "We want
structor and can be dialed in
students to have changes
while registepng. For the
scheduled before classes
pilot program, though,
start."
freshmen must turn in the
Upperclassmen will still
required written signatures
pre-register for winter
from their advisers before classes the usual way this
registering.
quarter, and will do the
"We're hoping students can
same if they wait to add/
eventually register right
drop until winter, Wells

from their advisers' offices,"
Wells said.
The system will not allow
students to continue with
registration until prepayments are paid and
advisers' signatures are in.
"Part of the pilot project is
to find where bugs are, » she
said. "I hope everybody likes
it. The only problem we
might have is busy lines. If
everybody just keeps trying,
it'll get you through eventually."
Wells said the system is
very flexible and easy to
use. There will be 16 separate phone lines open for
registration, and with
students still registering at
different times in order of
class standing and alphabetically by last name, she
said 16 lines will be twice
the amount she needs.
The REGI system is part
of the second phase of
Central's telecommunications capital budget fund
and cost about $100,000,
according to Wells. Central
bought the software from
Information Association and
the voice communication
hardware from Perception
Technologies.
Wells said other for the
system will include setting
up a bank of telephones to
be specifically used for
registration in the SUB, and
the ability to get one's
grades over the phone
rather than waiting to get
them in the mail.
"We eventually want to go
to billing, like by Visa and
Mastercard to pay tuition
and fees, she said.
Wells said instructions
for using the REGI system
and registratkn rlatoc '~rill
be included in ·
class schedule.
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Police: 'We'll Pipe replacement in last stages
never give up'
on Stavik case
by Mark Eaton
Staff reporter

The first phase of a campus
underground steampipe replacement project which began
in February is near completion
and has only ground work left,
a project official said.
The recent pavement work
along 11th Avenue, south of
Wilson and North halls, is part
of the ground restoration that
should be completed by the end
of September, said John Holman, physical plant director
Holman said badly corroded
piping was replaced along D
Street by Getz-Short apartments; on 11th Avenue next to
Wilson and North, and around
Barto Hall. Holman said a
study clone by Abacus Energy
of Seattle showed that onethird ofthe steam plant energy
was lost to heat the ground.
"The old piping came out looking like Swiss cheese," said
Holman.
The new piping is being
placed in concrete housing
called utili-doors, which will
provide a dry place for the pipes
to sit, giving them a longer life
expectancy than the 20 years
the old pipes lasted, Holman
said.

by Jim Thomsen
Editor-In-Chief

'BELLINGHAM
Nearly one year after
the death of Central
freshman Amanda
Stavik, investigators have all
but admitted they will likely
never find who abducted, raped
and abandoned her on the south
fork of the Nooksack River in
rural Whatcom County near
her family home.
Amanda Stavik
The Whatcom County
Sheriffs Office has turned over would plead for people who
all previously unreleased in- were even peripherally information to the public in the volved to come in and make it
hope that someone saw the right."
vehicle and/or the two persons
"It's a heavy burden to be
sought in connection with the carrying around for any length
Thanksgiving break incident of time," Kuehnel said.
"They'll be jumping at every
last year, said the two lead
shadow they see, at every knock
detectives on the case.
"The longer it goes, the slim- on the door. And eventually
mer your chances are," said these people are going to want
to get their lives straightened
Det. Steve DeFries.
"It's safe to say1t doesn't look out."
good, but we'll never give up."
"Somewhere along the line
someone's going to recognize
something, and we'll be there,"
Det. Pete Kuehnel said.
"I had a 15-year-old case that
was solved on a fluke earlier
this year- I know who the guy _
is, even ifwe'll never prove it or
get him to admit it."
Stavik, 18, vanishedlastNov.
Take a break and walk to Ken's
24 while jogging near her home
Auto Wash 1013 E. 10th and
in Clipper Township, southenjoy a fresh cup of your favorite
west of Bellingham.
espresso flavor. We're open daily
Her unclothed body was found
6AM-10PM.
three days later in the river.
An autopsy indicated she had
been sexually assaulted and
died from drowning.
WE ALSO SERVE FRESH
Kuehnel and DeFries, in an
August interview, said they are
SOFT YOGURT!.
satisfied all previously questioned "persons of interest" including friends and acquaintances at Central - are not
connected with the incident.
Once all persons of interest
.
10th &Alder
were eliminated, the detectives
said, they decided to publicly
release all remaining informa-:
tion known only to them and
the abductors.
Those items include a detailed
description of two male suspects and their vehicle and two
pillowcases found with a pair
of sweatpants during the initial search ..
The detectives are fairly certain that the abductors were
strangers to Stavik.
They say the area in which
she was last seen was open
bow hunting season and very
popular with hunters.
They will question some of
them next season and currently
have a call into the head of the
state archery club in an effort
to spread the word among hunters who may have been in the
area at the time ofthe incident..
Another factor the detectives
are counting on is a psychological one.
"We believe that whoever abducted and raped Mandy did
not intend for her to die,"
DeFries said. "The coroner's
report did not indicate she'd
been forced underwater. So we

He said. total cost of both
phases of the pipe replacement
is about $1.2 million, with
about $287,000 in energy lost
per year. The Abacus report
said it will take about four
years of energy savings to repay the project cost. Also, offsetting the total cost is a
$400,000 grant from the International Conservation Program, Holman said.
The second phase is slated
for spring and summer, but
Holman said all steamlines are
in a "critical" but operationalcondition for the winter.
Zypher Mechanical, Inc. ofthe
Tri-Cities is doing_ the project.

Russ BurtnerfThe Observer

Steampipe replacement

Go
Wildcats

NOW
SERVING
ESPRESSO

&i KEN~S AUTO WASH

~

AFFORDABLE
FURNITURE!

ROXXY'S RUBBLE

305 N. Pine

925-9047

...·;.; ....•••..•.•·;:·•·::::!!/,

. . !!
Jerro.l's brings you the
new CWU fall fashions by
JanSport. Bold graphics
appear on fleece sweatshirts, sweatpants, iams
& T-shirts.

"for Your Convenience - OPEN 361 days a _year"

111 E. 8th -- 925-9851
MON-FRI 8am-9pm SAT/SUN 10am-6pm
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Sollle students shu·t out

New housing expected
From HOUSE I page ·1
Hollister said up to 40 students are normally placed on
one or two of Courson's nine
floors for about a month each
year until they can be placed in
the residence halls or apartments. This year, he said,
Central was forced to fill the
building with 186 students perilously close to its 224-person capacity.
Conferences already booked
into Courson will be shifted to
Ellensburg motels, said Central Auxiliary Services Director Wendell Hill.
Another unprecedented step,
taken by Housing Services, was
to urge university apartment
leaseholders to 'double up' or- sublet available space in
their apartments to its designated capacity.
In a letter to leaseholders,
university apartments .director Perry Rowe said they can
save from $266 to $535 annually in rent by taking in an
extra roommate or two - and
Central will waive its usual
$100-per-additional-renterfee.
There have been hints the request may become a requirement if the crunch does not
ease by next year.

Compounding the problem something comes up."
There may be relief on the
has been the lack of vacancies
in the private houses and apart- private housing horizon, howments surrounding the univer- e.ver.
sity. Apartment managers said A proposed 160-acre annexathe university's decision each tion of vacant pasture land
of the past two years to waive north of Alder Street about
the requirement for sopho- three blocks from campus may
mores under 21 to live on present a prime opportunity
campus has helped create for developers looking to build
affordable student accommobloated waiting lists.
Anchor M Apartments, 1901 dations. Developers from
N. Alder St., the .largest off- Bellevue received approval to
campus private housing in move ahead from the
Ellensburg with 194 units, had Ellensburg City Council in
waiting lists late in the sum- August.
Hollister says it and other
mer of about 50 people for each
ofits four kinds of apartments talked-about projects are good
- furnished and unfurnished news for the student commuone- and two-bedroom units, nity. With the 550 additional
according to former manager students Central is expected to
stuffunder its state-mandated
Carrie Pederson.
enrollment
lid after next year's
Candi Ross, manager of the
session
of
the
Legislature, and
28-unit Westernaire Apartments, said she has about 50 no plans by the university to
applications from prospective build new residence halls; he
tenants on file. Apartment figures new construction will
hunters, she said, often em- simply be forced to occur.
"I think this will be the last
ploy creative desperation.
year
of any real anxiety," he
"They tell me their life stories
said.
about how they broke up with
their wife or girlfriend or who- Dick Thompson, Central's vice
ever and have been sleeping in president ofcorporate and govtheir car," she said. "I feel bad ernmental relations, agreed.
for them but there's not much I He is overseeing the
can do besides take their appli- university's bid for the addication and let them know if tional 550 students and said
that .the 400 to 600 units of
private housing he expects to
be built by next September will
alleviate the demand.
Hill also agreed, vowing that
NEW&USED
any student looking for a room
get one.
INSTRUMENTS will
"Nobody will be walking the
streets."
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term used. "Mess" is more
popular with those affected.
Tim Pleuke, a 1988 Central
graduate, decided a year ago
to begin work on a graduate
degree this fall. He started
looking for a place to live halfway through the summer.
"I checked with realtors,
placed ads and had friends put
up posters," he said. And did
he get on apartment waiting
lists?
"I was discouraged from that
before I could even get a form,"
he said.
Junior Chris Clem, who has
been staying at the ThunderbirdMotel through an arrangement with Central, has started
school, but may have to move
to Yakima.
"This is the worst problem
I've had" since trying to secure
a job a few years ago, he said.
Clem, whose university-sponsored stay at the Thunderbird
ended Sept. 30, has one lead on
an apartment.
Courson Hall, Central's con~
ference center, is tern porarily
housing 186 students while
space is found in campus residence halls for them. ·
"You don't feel permanent~
It's like you're in this transitiop that nobody told you anything about," said junior Amy
Goodman, a transfer student
from Auburn staying in Courson. "(There isn't) any sense of
unity like other halls because
we're not really a hall."
Goodman received a letter in
the summer with the :name of

There's an IBM PS/2
made for every student body.

~[§~if ~lL® .
SHEET MUSIC
OF YOUR
FAVORITE TUNES

her roommate, her ·phone
number and their room assignment in Courson included.
"When I got over here I had a
totally different roommate in
a totally different place," she
.said.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Student suicide
mars fall return

Arnie Norem Jr.fThe Observer

Friends of Jennifer and Steven Miller mourn at a Sept. 26
memorial service outside Quigley Hall.

Service held for
couple killed on 1-5
by Jonathan Modie
News editor

A memorial service for Jennifer and Steven Miller, 1989
Central graduates and newlyweds killed this summer in a
car accident, was conducted
Sept. 26 outside Quigley Hall.
About 60 friends, relatives and
faculty attended the service to
express memories and dedicate
a tree to the Millers.
"One of the main reasons for
the ceremony is that the accident occurred so fast, and the
funeral was held right after,
just a couple of days later," said
Benji Hocker, a Central graduate who organized the service
and a frie:ud of Steven's. "Most
people dich\ t get a chance to go.
It's a chance for them to say
goodbye and find out what
happened."
The couple was killed the
morning ofJuly 10 when a semitruck rear-ended their pickup
truck on Interstate 5 near the
Southcenter shopping mall in
Tukwila.
·

They were married 27 days.
Steven, 25, was a living group
adviser at Quigley in 1987 and
was manager at Davies Hall
in 1988. He and Jennifer, 24,
were devout Christians and
involved with the Central
Christian Fellowship, Hocker
said.
Jennifer was to begin teaching the third grade this year at
Lea Hill Elementary School in
Auburn. Steven, a substitute
music teacher, also hoped to
take a regular job there.
During the ceremony, Jeannie Kreps, Steven's mother,
gave an introduction and sang
a song With David Williams, a
friend of the couple. Pastor
Bevan McWhirter of Chestnut
Street Baptist church, gave the
invocation.
"As a mother, Steven was a
gift from God, and when Jennifer came along, she was
another gift," Kreps told
mourners.
Relatives and friends then
dedicated the tree, an Armstrong maple, to the Millers.

The usually festive return to
fall classes was marred when
a female Central student was
found dead in Cle Elum, apparently after taking an overdose of sleeping pills.
The body of Carrie Pederson,
ajunior psychology major from
Edmonds, was found Sept. 21,
according to a memo circulated
throughout the psychology department.
No information was released
by the Cle Elum Police Department or the Kittitas
County Coroner's office.
Pederson was beginning her
second year as the manager of
Anchor M Apartments, 1901
N. Alder St.
"She was really a creative girl,
very
organized,"
Lisa
Robertson, a 1990 Central

graduate who trained Pederson for her job,· said. "She had
goals set and wanted to achieve
them."
No obituary information was
available at press time.

Governor names
Sanchez as trustee
Frank Sanchez, 51, a Boeing
engineer, was named to the
Central Board ofTrustees July
11 by Gov. Booth Gardner. He
replaced Harvey Verner of
Moses Lake, who resigned last
December.

Central-Japan
exchanges sought
Central President Donald
Garrity announced the signing of the first cooperative
agreement between a U.S.
university and a Japanese
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Lawrence "Larry" Dantqn,
Central's College of Business
and EcowJmics dean from
1980 to 1987 and department
professor since 1967, died
Sept. 28 at Kittitas Valley
Community Hospital.
Danton's achievements at
Central include helping start
the enormously popular Business Week and launching the
business school's successful
drive toward accreditation
this year.
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CUSTOM BINDING, MOUNTING
AND ADJUSTING
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Explore Marine Corps Officer Programs, see Capt. Brooks and GVSGT Andrews at the Sub
today 4 Oct. from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM. Call 1-800-283-USMC for more Information, program
open to freshmen through seniors.
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junior college June 28.
The two schools, Central an<,l
the Shimane Women's Junior
College of Matsue, will encourage exchanges between
faculty and students, as well
as collaborative research
projects, Garrity said.
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Central scrambles· for legislative funds
$131 million package OK'd, Enrollment boost 'number-one' on budget list
funds would be made available Thompson said. "We could
by Kenneth Rudd
awaits debate in Olympia
for faculty and staff opera- house somewhere between 50
Staff reporter
by Kenneth Rudd
Staff reporter

Instructional support, funding for the Geographic Information Systems lab and lifting Central's state-mandated
enrollment lid are among several programs emphasized in
the university's 1991-93 operating and capital budget request submitted to the state
Higher Education Coordinating Board and Gov. Booth
Gardner in September.
"We like them all equally as
much," said Mark Hall,
Central's budget director. But
he said if certain programs
getmore favorable responses
in Olympia, "they would be
the ones we'd push."
Dick Thompson, Central's
director of governmental and
corporate relations, said the
enrollment lid increase tops
the list of priorities, but the
other budget packages are no
less important.
Among the items included
in the budget request are:
• $6.3 million for an instructional support package. "This
includes instructional equipment, computers and library
support," Thompson said.
"Some of the things in this
package are critical. The
chemistry labs, for instance,
are operating on equipment
20 to 25 years old. In computing, we have high school students coming in who have been
used to computers more advanced than some of the ones
we're working with.
.
"We feel it's critical to the
credibility of the university
that we not only have high
quality faculty members, but
that they have the necessary
tools to work with."
• $3.5 million for an equipment package. This proposal
to replace obsolete equipment
may be combined with the instructional support package,
Thomp-son said.
• $300,000 for a diversity
package. Funding is being
sought to help attract a di-

verse minority student and
faculty population.
• $5.3 million for a computing package designed to meet
Central's information service
goals.
• $500,000 for international
programs. "We're trying to
internationalize almost all of
our curriculum," Thompson
said. "There will be a purposeful introduction of international themes in almost every
program at the university."
• $900,000 for a new fiveyear teacher education program. Graduates of the program would receive, in addition to teacher certification, a
master's degree in a certain
discipline.
• $1 million for automation
of library systems and equipment to improve service to
students and faculty.
• $400,000 for the Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) lab. "This will receive
more and more attention
throughout the campus and
the state because of its value,
not only in an academic arena,
but in a management and an
information arena as well,"
Thompson said.
•About $10 million for faculty and administration salary increases. "We have what
is called a 'saliiry gap' with
our
peer · institutions
nationwide, "Thompson said.
"Faculty members are paid an
average of 9 percent lower
than our peers and administrators are 18 percent behind
the national average. We're
going to carry that argument
to the Legislature, to try and
get significantly higher pay
raises."
Another feature ofthe budget
is the six-year capital project
list, including the $10.5 million renovation of Barge Hall
and remodel of Dean Science
Hall. The latter project, spread
over six years and costing $18
million, would include modernizing labs to help Central
catch up with state-of-the-art
technology, Thompson said.

Central's enrollment could
increase by 550 students by
next fall if a budget request
submitted to the legislature is
approved, said university legislative liaison Dick Thompson.
"Our number-one operational
budget request and the number-one legislative priority for
the upcoming biennium is to
get funding for an additional
550 full-time equivalent students," said Thompson, also
Central's director of governmental and corporate relations.
"We think the prospects are
fair to good," he said. "The
chances of us getting at least
300 to 450 FTEs are very good;
for 550 or more they are fair."
The Board of Trustees submitted the approved request
to the state Higher Education
Coordinating Board and to Gov.
Booth Gardner in September.
If approved, $7 .2 million in

tions. The Legislature will
consider the request when it
convenes in January and a
decision is not expected until
April or May, Thompson said.
"We're in favor of the increase
because it means more money
for the school," Lorna Jackson,
Central student Board of Directors vice-president of political affairs, said.
Jackson said additional students might worsen a housing
crunch here, an issue Thompson called "sensationalized."
"All students will be housed,"
Thompson said. "We've known
for some time that there's going
to be a tight space. We've always had the option to expand
student housing by going to
what's been called a 'full-bed
space formula' in the dorms.
"We could do it if we wanted
to take advantage of every
single bed space available,"

and 100 additional students in
the dorms." ·
Thompson said there will be
enough new apartment houses
available next year to house
somewhere between 400 to 600
students off-cam pus.
"We don't envision any significant short-range problems
with housing within the next
three to four years," he said.
Thompson said the administration has been "visionary"
in the maintenance of the
university's land resources.
"As far as expansion goes,
even in the distant future, six
to eight years from now, if we
need to build two or three more
dorms, we have the space," he
said. Out of380 acres owned by
Central, only 255 acres are in
active use, he said.
Thompson said there is adequate classroom space and dining hall services to accommodate more students.
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Editorial
OBSERVANCE

HE'S SO SENSITIVE.
~

HC ALWAYS ASKS ME HOW
I AM.

..

HE GOES WITH ME iO THE

MUSEUM AND HIS FRltNDS
GO PU'f BALL WITHOai HIM.

Library: Let's cut
s·o mewhere else
retty damn sneaky.
That seems to sum up the feelings of Central students wh? returned to school a couple of weeks ago to
find the hbrary had changed its closing hour from
last year's - midnight Monday through Thursday - to this
year's new and improved time, 10 p.m.
The decision was announced with no fanfare in a memo
distributed Sept. 10-the dead ebb of summer,whenstudent representation is low, the potential for discussion slight
and the threat of rebuke nonexistent.
The issue seems an easy one to superficially dissect after all, money has been saved by slashing staff hours and
students can always study at home, right? Dr. Robert Edington, Central's vice president for academic affairs, called the
university's funding situation "desperate" and said money to
pay student workers has been dropping "drastically."
Pretty damn scary.
It's mildly humorous, that explanation. We can see where a
lot of money is going just by taking a lazy meander through
campus. See the pretty park under construction here, the
pretty remodeled bookstore there.
It's not that these changes aren't nice - the National
Pretty Campus Society of America would be proud - but if
it's at the expense of basic student needs, like a quiet place
to study and resource availability, something's wrong.
And students can always study in their own rooms and
homes, right?
Not as long as the cold reality is that residence hall rumpuses start picking·up nightly around 9:30 or 10. And maybe
you have a copy of ID;troduction to Applied Glacial Eflluvial
Outwash on your bookshelf at home, but we don't.
Pretty damn frustrating.
Doesn't the pretense of the democratic system we all
live under dictate that we discuss this in the open among all
concerned parties? Surely if it's just a matter of deciding
~here to wield the budget knife, the input of more people hk~, ?h, maybe student~ - could go a long way in making
dec1s1ons to cut somethmg that doesn't directly affect and
antagonize so many of us as this decision does.
Edington said that the university is willing to wheel and
deal-the students could trade the library's first two hours
each morning for the last two, for example.
Come on. This throw-the-students-a-bone, see-if-they'llfetch approach could really backfire on our administrators
- even if they're entitled to a sliver of sympathy because
who knows what gets students worked up these days? Look
at last year. Tuition increases? Yawn. Larger parking fines?
Booooooring. But using radar to catch speeding cyclists?
Instant outrage.
Pretty damn strange.
The university should look elsewhere to save money,
but good luck trying to get them to admit it. Our elected
Board of Directors are making all the appropriate outraged
~oises but unfortunately, if no change is made, all we're
hkely to learn from this no-win fiasco is how impotent the
student voice really is.
Pretty damn sad.

Letters
Library issue
deserved a
public airing
I am a senior currently enrolled at Central and have
attended this institution for
three years. Over the past nine
terms, I have enjoyed the use
ofthe library at nights. I regularly used this facility between
9and11 p.m.
I found the library to consistently be one of the quietest
places on campus to study in.
When you add the extensive
resource materials available
for use, it is clear that the
library becomes the choice for
many students to study in late
at night.
Unfortunately, the university
has elected to close the library
at 10 p.m. Sundays through
Thursdays. This decision will
impact working students as
well as students whose only
time they can go to the library
is at nights.
While I do not know all the
particulars that went into

making such an important that ·w ould be mutually benefidecision, I, as a paying cus- cial.
I hope now as informed, tuitomer of this college, am distressed this choice was made tion-paying students, everyone
d'uring the suinmer, when very stands up to be counted and
few full-time students were expresses their opinion on this
present to make their views matter to Dr. Schneider, Dean
of Library Services, in the liheard on the ~atter.
One far better idea would have brary, room 290.
been to wait until fall session
began, have a public hearing Scott Husar
on the issue, and then make an
informed, clear decision that Letter writers: All letters
would have benefitted all con- must be submitted by 5 p.m.
cerned.
Friday the week before the
Several remedies exist to al- next issue's publication date.
leviate this situation. It is
They must be typewritten,
possible to compromise and
double-spaced and limited to
close the library at 11 p.m. 250 words. Any letters not
instead. In that way, both sides' signed with a daytime phone
goals might be partially met.
number for verification will
Another idea is to leave the be ignored. The Observer
library open until 12 a.m. on
edits all letters for facts,
Sundays and Mondays and length and spelling, or
until 10 p.m. on Tuesdays whatever. Don't let any of
through Thursdays. This is this discourage you, though.
another compromise that We want, like, truckloads of
would allow working students letters. Send 'em to us at
to use the facilities twice a
Bouillon 225, Ellensburg,
week, while still closing early
WA 98926 or bring 'em in
for whatever reason is appar- person. Get angry. Then
ently necessary. Many other get it in The Observer.
such suggestions exist as well
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What? Julia Roberts had lip implants?

Editor-in-chief

eople.
That's what The
Observer will be about
this quarter, more
than we have before.
We're going to be covering the pressing news and issues of this university just as
much as we have before, but
this quarter we're going to
take a special interest in the
people - faculty, staff and
students - who add color
and diversity to this university.
And we need your help.
We're not a very big operation, and as such, we just
can't be everywhere.
· A lot of you complained
last year that The Observer
didn't cover the things that
were interesting to you, and
you're mostly right. The
things that are easist to
cover, like the Board of
Trustees, don't impact the
majority of you - the beersquiffing party-dude,
Pebbles-ponytailed suburbanites whose attention spans
are limited to the lyrics from
"U Can't Touch This."
That's not an insult, just
the reality. Most of you also
study hard and can tell Iraq
from Kuwait on a globe. But
I prefer to spend my weekends losing at Scrabble and
playing Gordon_Lightfoot's

P

greatest hits - so the point
is, you're more in touch with
what's going on than I am.
So tell us what's going
on. If you know of somebody
who's doing something
interesting - modeling,
running their own business,
getting sentenced, whatever
- if we should know, make
sure we do. We're in Bouillon
227 (963-1063) all day Monday and Tuesday, and on and
off the rest of the week.
Anyway, those of you
coming back will have
noticed a few things have
changed in The Observer.
They include:
•Design. We've switched
to a larger typeface and tightened the space between lines
in stories, giving a different,
more professional look
without reducing readibility.
• News emphasis. Against
the advice of people who
know better, we're sticking
almost strictly with campusrelevant stories. We're going
to avoid leaning on our USA
Today wire service for "filler"
when we don't have enough
Central news. Instead, we'll
use it as the basis for campus
stories. For example, if a
story comes over the wire
about a national trend in
financial aid, we'll get the
Central angle and merge
both into one story.
We just don't have the
space to cover the pressing
news that has us hanging on
the edge of our collective
seat, like the Persian Gulf
crisis or Madonna's attempt
to be a serious actress.
However, some truly wonderful stories crop up from
time to time - stories that
are too good to pass up, like

Cher's new 11-year-old
boyfriend and the obituaries
of obscure celebrities like Al
Lewis ("Grampa" from The
Munsters ). We'll be there,
trailing bad, pun-riddled
headlines in our wake. (By
the way, neither of those
things have happened yet but one can always hope).
• Editorial emphasis.
Again, campus relevance is
the theme here. What we
think about flag burning,
abortion or Julia Roberts'
new surgical lip implants has
absolutely no influence on
anybody else's opinion. We
have a debatable degree of influence over what happens on
campus, however, so that's
what we'll write about.
• Sports emphasis. Although otherwise rational
people !\ere at Central would
disagree, football is just
another sport. We'll be
giving more or less equal
coverage to all the varsity
sports. The stories will
emphasize what's coming up
and reduce the play-by-play
review of past games to a
bare minimum. We'll try to
pack in as many statistics
and standings as possible including intramurals. Throw
in a player feature each
week, and you've pretty much
got complete coverage.
• Etcetera. This is going to
be composed of pretty much
whatever we can dig up each
week. Greg Goessman is back
with Non Compos Mentis, the
cartoon that only about six ·
people understand. The
College Press Service crossword puzzle is back - for
just two issues. As a budgetcutting measure, we canceled
our CPS subscription and we

had just two unused puzzles
left over. But we got enough
free puzzle samples over the
summer that we'll run
something every week. Plus,
we're going to cram all the
weird USA Today we can find
in there, somewhere.
•This column. This is not
at all any personal ego trip of
mine (although most of my
editors would argue eloquently to the contrary); instead, its purpose is to
explore specific issues that
demonstrate the relationship
between the newspaper and
the campus community.
There are all sorts of miscon-

ceptions about The Observer
and p.ewspaper policies in
general that need to be
talked about - such as who
really pulls the strings here,
what we can and can't print
about campus crimes, what's
news and what's public
relations, etc.
Anyway... tell us how
we're doing. Write letters -:-we'd love to spark some
spirited debate and fill a
whole page with differing
viewpoints. Submit guest
columns. And, most importantly, pick us up each
Thursday. We think you'll
find it worth your time.

Groupe Bull

EDUCATIONAL PURCHASE PROGRAM
45-50% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS, STAFF AND FACULTY.

New Portable "Notebook" Laptop from ZDS.
MIN/SPORT HD
•
•
•
•
•

20 mb 2.5 11 Hard Drive. (23ms access time)
3.5 11 Floppy Drive
1O Mhz 80C88 processor
Only 6.1 lbs
Fully MS-DOS compatible

• $1,399.
Contact Campus Rep.

Mike Lindell
at 963-8694
Ask about ZDS Full Line of Laptop Computers.
All Educationally priced.

HAIR DESIGN & BODY TANNING
FOR THAT EXTRAORDINARY LOOK!
WE OFFER YOU. . . The finest professional hair care products,
precision hair cutting for men & women, creative styling, advanced
perming, coloring and highlighting techniques.
PLUS . . . treat yourself... to a WOLFF SYSTEM TAN!

Melanie

We
offer 3 tanning tables with music in a private, relaxed atmosphere.
925-2320 next to Domino's

WE USE AND RECOMMEND

-------------- '~ '

PAUL Mll-Cl-iELL

PROFESSIONAL SALON PRODUCTS

Lee

Tri Hair Research
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Scene
A YOUNG
FRESHMAN
FELLOW
What.do freshmen really
expect out of college?
Good grades, the meani.ng
of life, an active Social
existence a.nd access to
some really prime skiing
areas, says one

Arnie Norem Jr.ffhe Observer.

Central freshman '1eff Boothe is typical of many college freshmen everything seems new and exciting.

"bonafide ski buff' and the fact that skiing at Snoqualmie Pass was a mere
half hour from his dorm room appealed to him.
Despite this, limited exposure to Ellensburg did provide Boothe with doubts.
While driving through the town the first thing he noticed was the smell,
forever imprinting the impression that Ellensburg was "Cow Town USA."
"Luckily," Boothe said, "the campus doesn't smell of cows."
Central wasn't Boothe's 'only clwice for higher education. He said he had also
applied to a naval academy but it "dogged him."
As a consequence, Boothe said: "I.had to federal-express mail my application
by Marla J. Pugh
to Central the day before deadline..,, And the rest, as they say, is history.
Scene editor
Boothe's next stop on the highway to Central was Preview Week early in
September. Boothe went through the usual note-taking and test-taking
ome of us have forgotten the perils and joys of our freshman year in
classes the first day and opted for People's Pond the rest of the time with some
college.
new friends he met while there.
Others remember all too well.
Boothe admits the games at Preview Week were fun though. "We'd play
And others, such as Jeff Boothe, a-recent Central inductee from
volleyball and a game they call 'Icebreaking'," Boothe said. "It's when a whole
Shelton, are just beginning to experience them. Boothe has been in Ellensburg group of people get in a line. One hand grabs the person's hand in front of you
for over three weeks now and we thought it might be nice to see what his per- and the other hand goes between your legs and grabs the person's hand in
ceptions of college life at Central are thus far.
back of you. Then everyone, starting with the person in the back of the line
Boothe went to Shelton High School and says that while he achieved good
lays down on the person behind them.
grades, he never really studied very often. He was involved in "the usual" high "It's kind of weird and kinky."
school activities, he said, and played baseball for three years.
Now that the ice has been broken, Boothe has taken residence in Courson
The main reason Boothe chose Central was its close proximity to both home
See FRESHMAN I page 12
and the ski slopes, lofty priorities indeed. Boothe describes himself as a

S

Ex-students open Sub-stantial btisiness
by Shawn Korynta
Staff reporter

Most Central students hope
their time at college helps them
become independently successful.
.
Jay Maiuri and Greg Evans
have reached this goal.
Maiuri and Evans, two former Central students, tried
their hands at entrepreneuring and now own their own
business - the Sub Shop in
Ellensburg, 505 A North Pine.
Maiuri, 23, attended several
other colleges before coming to
Central. He graduated from
Central with a bachelor's degree in social science and a
minor in political science.
Evans, 24, attended Central
until he opened the shop. He
plans to re-enroll winter quarter as a construction management major. Both had the idea
to open the sandwich shop
because of what they perceived
as a need for an alternative to
the pizza and hamburger places
in town.
"The Sub Shop offers -something that caters to both the

Arnie Norem Jr./The Observer

Returning Central student Greg Evans and alumni Jay
Maiuri ventured into starting a business, the Sub Shop.

community and college," said
Maiuri.
Both Evans and Maiuri
wanted to start their own business, but were unsure where to
begin. While looking for loca-

tions they found the national
Sub Shop franchise was interested in coming to the area.
Evans and Maiuri decided to
take them up on the offer and
the business was established.

The two entrepreneurs
worked to get the shop ready
for opening day. Painting, installing counters and ordering
signs were just a few of the
tasks that needed to be completed. Friends helped get the
shop ready and worked while
new employees were being
hired.
Besides the manual preparation, there were questions of
supplies and whether the town
ofEllensburgwould financially
support the shop. Both agreed
their Central experiences
helped them prepare.
"Central helped me deal with
people," Maiuri said. "I understood· the framework of the
public better."
Evans also said that the college offered him a better understanding of Ellensburg. "Central allowed me to get to know
the community," Evans said.
Evans and Maiuri also felt
that being former students
helped bring in business.
"Being a previous student has
helped me to relate to students," Maiuri said.
"Students can relate to you,"

Evans said .. "I am close to their
age and know what they want."
The two have also showed
their support of the student
body and are currently sponsoringthe Wildcat-of-the-Week
program at Central, as well
providing sponsorship of the
marketing club. They also plan
to help with the Wildcat booster
club in the near future.
Maiuri and Evans have shown
their support of the community as well by becoming
members of the Ellensburg
Chamber of Commerce and
sponsoring summer and fall
league softball teams.
For those students who are
thinking of how easy starting
and maintaining a new business sounds, think again.
"I would tell students that it
isn't as simple as you think,"
Evans said. "There are a thousand things you won't think of
'til you open the door."
Maiuri added that what the
professors say is true, most
businesses don't succeed.
As for the future of these
student entrepreneurs, they'll
take it one day at a time.

~
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Central cheerleaders. Win·
some cheers of their own
-

. '..,,,.

by Monica Schuchard
Staff reporter

e

This year's Central cheer
squad might be the university's
most talented ever.
That lofty assessment comes
from Dave Housh, Central
cheer adviser, and the 170
schools at
United Spirit
Mascot Todd Hultgren emerges before a Central crowd as a Association's ~ollege camp.
brand-new Wellington.
Last sum!ller m Santa Barhara, Cahf., Central's cheer-

Central's top cat
p rep ares £0 r
·
th·
ano er S·e ason
.

·

.

·
by Monica Schuchard
Staff reporter

For Central mascot Todd
Hultgren, alias Wellington,
last summer was a time of
challenges and rewards.
At the United Spirit
Association's college cheer
camp in Santa Barbara,
Hultgren instructed mascots
from around the country, in.eluding several from Pac-10
schools. He was among only
three mascots chosen for the
position last year.
The previous year Hultgren,
a Central junior, received
USA's Super Mascot Award,
as well as four individual superior ratings. In addition, he
was asked to apply for the
position of instructor.
"I couldn't believe it. I had
accomplished my goals plus
so much more," Hultgren
said.
A month after submitting a
20-minute audition video,
which took twelve hours of
actual filming, Hultgren received an acceptance letter
from USA.
He participated in a training camp at Cal State Urii:versity-Long Beach: where he
discovered he was among
"major talent." USA staff
included Seattle SuperSonics
cheerleaders and several
dancers from MC Hammer's
videos.
Hultgren also met the San
Francisco 49er who gave him
an open invitation to take
over for a game.

~:t~~:a~~.the

prestigious
The award, voted on by more
than 1,200 cheerleaders, recognizes t~e squ~d as showi~g
outstanding umty, leadership
and spirit.
Winning the award was a
shock to the squad, which beat
This past summer as ari in- out such big-name schools as
structor Hultgren found that UCLA, USC and Washington
sharing his talent was just as State University.
"Just because we were a small
rewarding as being recogschool didn't mean we were
nized for it. "The intangible
looked down upon," junior
things I got out of it money
just can't buy. I discovered an Sindy Killin said.
After earning the respect of
ability to teach that I never .
colleges across the country,
knew was there," he said.
Central's cheer staff hopes to
Being on the other side of
do
the same here. One goal is to
the coaching whistle wasn't
always ·easy for Hultgren. As change the views many people
have about cheerleaders.
a staff member he wasn't
"There isn't one member of
able to participate as part of
this
squad who fits the sterethe Central cheer squad,
otype of the blonde airhead,"
which won the prestigious
Johnson said.
USA Unity Award.
For Killin, the respect gained
"It was especially hard because I knew they had won
24 hours before they did," he
said. I couldn't keep the grin
off my face all day."
'Hultgren said that he
learned as much as he taught
last su~mer. He will be
bringing new ideas to his
third year as Wellington.
Hultgren also has some _new
ideas for Wellington's attire:
"I put a pair of shorts on him.
I just realized that he's been
running around naked from
the waist down!"

1 F M

Your Alternate Radio Station
HOOK US UP
NOON - MIDNIGHT
For Information & Requests

CALL 963-CD11

,, .

tion in D~as this January.
Going to nationals may still
be a possibility, although
Housh said: "We are not a
competition squad. Our job is
to cheer. Nationals would be a
highlight but not our main
focus."
That may be due to the influence of Housh, who has added
a strenuous warmup and
weights routine to the practices. His emphasis on discipline comes from a military
background, Housh said.
Whatever the reason, this
year's squad is proving to be
one of the best. They have
added stunts which have never
been performed at Central and
which are still illegal at some
schools.
The squads' award-winning
performance in Santa Barbara
has boosted their confidence.
"We made a name for ourselves
down there,"Johnson said.

by the Central squad was the
greatest reward. Sophomore
Kristin Johnson said: "After
such a stressful week, it was
nice to have a reward like that."
And the week did have its
stressful times.
After spending all spring
preparing their camp competition routine, the team still
hadn't quite "pulled it together," Housh said..Then the
squad was told the competition would be moved up a day.
Apparently, this squad works
well under pressure.
Central placed second in its
division, beating Fresno State
with a score of 87 .5. That score
was just 1.5 points behindfirstplace University of Texas El
Paso. Housh said: "It was very
impressive. They did just an
outstanding routine."
Had they placed first, the
score would have assured them
a spot at the national co;mpeti-

Pat & Marlene
WELCOME YOU!
* NEW QUARTER
* LIVE MUSIC & DANCING

111 W. 3rd.Ave.

Last year.we made over 14,000 students

Wall Street1fcoons in the ...

Investtnent Challen e™
November 1, 1990 to February 28, 1991
Enter this year's competition
and you'll become a Wall Street
tycoon, buying and selling stocks
with your own $500,000 brokerage account. If you're the best
trader at the end of this national
stock market competition, you '11
be cashing a check for a very
real $25,000!

Real Trading
There is no better way to get
hands-on stock market experience. You 're on the phone, calling your broker on a toll-free
AT&T 800 Service line to
buy and sell stocks. "Give me
$100,000 worth of SARA LEE
and another $50,000 worth of
AT&T." You start with a fictitious
$500,000 brokerage account.
Cash Scholarship Awards
1st ..................... $25,000
2nd ..................... 10,000
3rd ...................... 7,500 ,
4th ...................... 5,000
5th ...................... 4,000
6th ...................... 3,000
7th ...................... 2,500
8th ...................... 2,000
9th ...................... 1,500
10th ................. . .... 1,000

scholarship award of $25,000.
Imagine cashing that check! Top
winners receive weekly national
recognition from USA TODAY.
You can follow the current
standings of the AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge
every Monday during the
competition in the "MONEY"
section of USA TODAY.
Win a trip for you and a guest compliments
of the Holiday Inn Lucaya Beach Resort in
Freeport, Grand Bahama, Bahamas and the
Bahamas Ministry of Tourism.

Build your portfolio from over
5,000 stocks listed on the OTC,
New York, and American Stock
Exchanges. Brokers will give you
up-to-the-second quotes and execute your orders. Monthly statements will keep you informed
of your fortunes.

Enter and Win
The Third Annual AT&T
Collegiate Investment Challenge begins the morning of
November 1, 1990 and ends on
February 28, 1991. Your trading
can lead to fame, a great Bahamas
tan, and a $25,000 fortune. Call
now to enter or to get your
free brochure.

Real Prizes
Over $200,000 in total prizes
will be awarded! This includes
cash scholarship awards, trips
to the Bahamas, and hundreds
of monthly prizes from Champion USA. More than 1,000 winners in all. You can win a cash

Registration deadline:
October 27, 1990.
Entry fee only

$49.95

Co·sponsored by:

The Bahamas
Ministry of Tourism

(i:.ll~~: ..-.:.

----iU:SA

Call Today

1 800 545~1990 Ext. 33·

lheAT&T Collegiate In.vestment Challenge is produced and managed by Wall Street Games, Inc .. 40 Grove Street, Wellesley, MA 02181.
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... And
a girl for
g QQd
measure
From FRESHMAN I pg. 10

He didn't know his roommate,
Mark, when he moved in, but
Boothe said he turned out to
be "pretty cool."
The rooms at Courson, however, bear very few similarities to home.
"The walls are pretty bare
and hard. It's hard to hang
anything on the wall," Boothe
said.
Although he is a statistic of
the housing crunch and is living in the conference center,
Boothe says he doesn't feel
cheated by it.
"The rooms aren't the best,"
Boothe said, "but they're not
as bad as a lot of dorms I've
seen at other schools."
Luckily for Boothe, he doesn't
spend much time in his room.
His first quarter's classes
consist ofsociology, anthropology and philosophy ("The
MeaningofLife," which Boothe
said he has not yet learned.)
He said he is undecided so far
as to what he wants to major
in but expressed some interest
in the area of business.
"So far I have really enjoyed
my classes," Boothe said. "The
profs are all very nice and tell
you to call them by their first
names. It's a lot more personal.
All my classes are less than
forty people. That's why I
would much rather go here for
my first year than the "U"
where classes could have 400
people in them."
Boothe's family is pleased
with his choice of colleges. "My
older stepsister goes to the University of Utah, so my stepmom likes the fact that I'm
close," Boothe said.
Academically, Boothe hopes
to improve his study habits
and work on keeping his grades
up.
Boothe's priorities socially
this quarter have consisted of
meeting new people. He said
he has already met many new
friends since a lot of his old
friends don't go to Central. He's
attended all Central dances
thus far and plans to participate in some dorm activities.
In fact, the only thing Boothe
said he would like to improve
on is meeting new female
friends.
Hope this article helps, Jeff.

'Manastash'
looking for
local literati

'Rock of the valley'
accelerates forinat
by Darla Hill
News editor

Michael Fields and Crystal
Newell on weekends and
Kevin Petrie weekday afterIt was time for an overhaul. noons. Fields and Newell also
produce Wildcat sports
Ellensburg's "Rock of the
programs.
Valley" spent several weeks
"My biggest concern was to
in the shop this summer and
please more people," Carr
emerged Sept. 10 with a resaid. "There's a definite
vamped format.
KXLE-FM (95.3 on the dial) minority of people who listen
switched gears from harder, to heavy metal."
The station now boasts all
album-oriented rock to a
new format dubbed "acceler- live DJs and thousands of
dollars of new equipment to
ated radio" by station
replace the taped and commanager Rich Carr, a 1985
puter programs of the past,
Central graduate.
Carr said. That should put an
Station disc jockeys now
end to the periods of aired
"accelerate" music from soft
dead silence the station was
rock and pop music in the
known for, he said.
morning to harder rock,
The changes came after the
dance and rap music in the
station aired requests for lisafternoon and evening.
tener input in July and AuBy 10 p.m. the station is
gust, Carr said. "Accelerated
"full throttle" with hard,
radio" was then developed by
metallic rock, Carr said.
Carr and program director
Five .Central students are
KXLE disc jockeys. They are Ed Richards.
"The station wasn't cateringRobbie Kvler. Danhne Bull.

~

the public. It -:ras just .
kind of up here, Carr said.
People over the age of 25,
he said, want to listen in
their cars and at work
during the day. High school
and most college students those under 25 - want to
listen after school and work
and into the night, he said.
The format was designed to
cater to both groups.
The station offers regular
syndicated programs such as
Dr. Demento, the Lost
Lennon Tapes, and the Jazz
Show with David Sanborn.
Locally produced shows the
station features are "Why
not?" Wednesday, an allrequest program, and local
news updates.
"A station can do a lot of
good because it's a voice of
the community," Carr said.
"If it doesn't listen to the
community then it's worthless."

Manastash, a student literary magazine at Central, is
getting underway for its second year.
Manastash founder Shannon j
Hopkins described the purpose
of the magazine as to help
squelch the image of
Ellensburg as a cultural
"wasteland." Thus began the
initiation of Manastash last
quarter.
Hopkins and co-founder
Kathy Morelock received great
enthusiasm over the beginnings of the magazine and
Hopkins looks to further its
development with another issue at the end of this quarter.
If you would like to volunteer
your help or submit writings to
Manastash, Hopkins welcomes
you to call 962-6113 for more
information. Or if you would
like to see what the magazine
is all about, copies oflast year's
publication are available at the
University book store.

This semester, take some electives
in communications.
60minutes
of long distance.
fur free.

IntroducingA18if

Movies. Videos.
And more.
For less.

Student Saver Plus.
This year it'll be easier to
get through a:>llege. Because
A'I&T has put together a
program of products and
services that
can save you
money.
Whether you .
live on or
off campus.

Just by choosing any
Student Saver Plus program,
you'll get up to 60 minutes
of free long distance calls.
\ You'll also get a free roupon
'
booklet good for savings
·
all around town.
Gabrielle Kreisler • Skidmore College • Class of 1991

k+<T >xx·. Call from anywhere

l;;fS]iif0tfPt~fit,;}j{}to anywhere.

You don't need
to wait till spring

to get a break.
With the A1&I'Reach Old'
you'll get
savings 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week. Including 25% off
our already low evening prices-:

·
WeU give you a free
AJ&T Calling Ctird, even if
you don't have a phone. So
you'll be able to make a call
from almost any phone and
have it billed to you,
wherever you live.

America Pla.n*,

PUZZLE SOLUTiC)N

To enroll in the A1<Sff Student
Saver Plus programs that are right for
you, or to get the best value in long
distance service, call us. They just
might be the most profitable electives
you'll ever take.

1800 654-0471 Ext.1231
XI&1: Helping make
college life a little easier.

AT•T

The right choice.
•This service may not be available in residence halls o n your campus.
-Discount applies to out-of-state calls direct-dialed 5- 10 pm, Sunday- Friday.
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Wildcat-land hosts w-orthy bands
and 17. This band, featuring
Central students Mick and
Steve Hasson, is the longestrunning and most popular of
the college bands. The Toys'
unfailing and inexhaustible
. stage presence, merged with
their fabulous musical
treatment of rock'n'roll
classics and current hits,
guarantees danceable satisfaction. The band has just
concluded a summer replete
with performances including
a house-band gig at Dos
Primos, Yakima's hot-spot.
The Toys are excited about
the addition of their new bass
player, Scott Hoffine, and the
continuing strength of their
drummer, Central student
Bill Burke.
The Buckboard primarily
By GINA ZUKOSKI
features local country bands
Staff reporter
on the weekends. The
Impellers will play Oct. 5
and 6 and Dr. Keys on Oct.
t's another Wednesday,
12and13.
Friday or Saturday
Closer to campus is The
night in Wildcat-land
New Mint Tavern, located at
and you'd like to go out,
111 West Third. Another
maybe catch some live music. college band, The Shafts,
Assuming a drive to
performed at The New Mint
Seattle's Pioneer Square dislast weekend. You may have
trict is out of the question,
also heard the band perform
where do you go?
at the Central barbecue
For those of you fortunate
downtown. The Shafts ,
enough to be 21 or older,
which recorded a demo tape
Ell f usburg offers a surprislast summer in Portland, will
ing array of live music this
be performing primarily
quarter.
outside of Ellensburg this
The Buckboard Tavern, on
quarter.
1302 South Ruby Street,
The New Mint's October
presents The Toys on
line-up Includes J.R. SwofWednesday nights, Oct. 3, 10 ford (country/rock), Oct. 5

The Toys,
Im.pellers,
Shafts and
Divining Rods
- all at a
dive near you

I

Hall.
and 6; Pat Moss & The New music and entertainment in
For more information
Frontier Band from Yakima the SUB Pit. Sunday everegarding both on and off
nings McConnell Theater
Oct. 10, 11 and 17 and The
campus entertainment, you
provides a Classic Film
Willys on Oct. 12 and 13.
can
call the Party Line at
Series.
The newest band on the
925-8888 ..Enjoy!
The music department
Central scene is The Divinpresents a Faculty Recital
ing Rods. They perform all
Staff reporter Gina Zukoski,
Series with Hal Ott, flutist,
original songs and will be
the keyboard player for the
on October 10 and Bonalyn
releasing a seven-song EP
now-defunct Z-Trane, will
Bricker-Smithfrim Strong,
this quarter. The band has
pianists, on October 17. Both write a weekly column on
already performed for Papa
area musical offerings.
John's in the SUB and at the · recitals are in Hertz Recital
Rotary Pavilion downtown.
Mike Houghary, lead vocalist, anticipates additional
Ellensburg performances this
quarter, possibly at Adeline's
on Main Street.
While these taverns feature
live music on a regular basis,
the perpetual favorites The Tav and The Best
Your papers, projects and presentations
Western lounge - also
become dazzling with 4-color Cannon copies
include live music on a more
from the folks who make you look great on paper.
infrequent basis.
As an alternative to the
local taverns and for those
younger than 21, campus
activities abound during fall
quarter.
On Wednesday nights at 8
(509) 925-1234
3rd & Main
p.m. Papa John features live

Full Color
Instant Copies.

WE HAVE

1

JUST WHAT YOU
NEED FORA
BRIGHT FUTURE.
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Art of Jewelry
309 N. Pearl, Ellensbur

925-9560

GET AN EDUCATION IN
SCHOLARSHIPS WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Your college education reP.resents one of your most important career decisions. Join Air Force
ROTC, and you may be eligible for differ-
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Open a FirstChoice'" Flat Fee checking account at Seafirst, and you'll
get unlimited checkwriting, unlimited ATM usage at all our branches,

I
I
I
I
I
I

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
963-2314

'
I
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I
I

'
I
I

24-hour banking; and more. All for just $6 a month. You'll also get a
pair of these tres chic sunglasses. They come in your school colors, and
they're free. So stop by and see us. (
All in all, it's a real bright idea.

'*-J SEAF/RSTBA/l/f
~

We Make It Easy For You.
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I
I

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

CleElum Branch• 103East1st Street• CleElum, WA 98922 • 674-4406
Yakima Valley Branch• 101North2nd Street• Yakima, WA 98901•575-4517

I
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: - Join the ASCWU
•
.: Board of Directors
•
: this Saturday!

Gathering points:
. Cle Elum High School Parking Lot
_Ellensburg, Hertz Hall Parking Lot, CWU

8 a.m.

•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

It's For Everyone!
Let's Clean Our River Now

•••

Noon picnic follows - food provided
Call 925-3137 to volunteer in Ellensburg

Washington
Student
Lobby
needs you!
Positions Available:

· ·Vice Chair
Treasurer
PR Coordinator

Want to ·get involved?
Volunteer to be on a BOD committee
There are spots available on. these committees:
Academic Computing
Affirmative Action
Athletics
Board of Academic Appeals
Bookstore Advising
Campus Judicial Council
Campus Safety
Centennial

Council of Probity
Energy Conservation
Enrollment Management
. Faculty Senate
General Education
Graduate Council
Parking and Traffic Advisory
Parking and Traffic Appeals
Applications available in SUB 106

Service and Activities Fees
Student Academic Affairs
Student Health Advisory
SUB Facilities Planning
Survey Committee
Teacher's Education
Undergraduate Council
University Curriculum
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All you need are your pipe and slippers
~.

boasts a pretty impressive
school year lineup of plays,
including The
Memorandum, The Importance of Being
Earnest, How to Succeed
in Business Without
Really Trying, Vampire
Lesbians of Sodom &
Sleeping Beauty
(COMA), Tartuffe and
Cat's Paw. Again, turn out
of Central students has
tended to be minimal in the
past.
For those of you whose
love is music, hey, Central
has one of the best music
departments around. John
Moawad's jazz choir isn't
only impressive, it's also
known throughout the state
as being pretty darn good.
And Jazz Nites at Hertz are
almost always packed.
Other recitals are also
offered year-round including performances by faculty, students and visitors.
And here is the selling
point: some of these recitals
are FREE!
Art? Ellensburg can take
some credit here between
the Western Art Gallery,

M

0

v
I

By MARLA J. PUGH
Scene Editor

You may
not
be on the
west side
anymore,
but
you're
not
exactly

counterparts is that here you Central's campus were colhave to look a little harder.
lege age.
Fortunately for us, we don't
The drama department also
have to look far. Between the
cows and the horses there is
this culturally active place
called Central Washington
•
University.
The problem is, while most
people are aware of Central's
existence, not too many people
are aware of some of the programs Central offers.
First on the list is Central's
drama department. Did you
know that we have one of the
few summer theaters in the
ne frequent comUnited States that is jointly
plaint voiced by
run by a community and a·
most of Central's
state college?
student bodY. is
Laughing Horse Summer
"there's nothing to do in
Theatre enjoyed its 10th and
Ellensburg."
Hey, I admit it, I've said it
most successful season this
year as one of the few commumany times myself.
nity theaters in the state.
Ellensburg has been
ecause it does. Smart investors
Partly because of the fact that
branded a cultural wasteknow that your future depends on
so many college students were
land by many, especially
how well your retirement system
gone and partly because of
those who have come from
factors
we
may
not
underthe "culture" capital, Seattle.
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
stand, only 18 percent of those
But I've grown to realize
premier retirement system for people
that the only thing separatpeople attending summer
. in education and research for over 70
theater productions on
ing us from our western

Ill

HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF .
AS IF THE RJTURE DEPENDED ON IT.

Kansas
either -

0

B

YOUR
Personal
Invitation
Please
Join Me fo
Breakfast,
Pastor Lowell
Murphree
Sunday, Oct. 7
8:30-9:30am
3rd & Ruby
(Across from the
Public Library)

925-9511

The

LIBERTY
*

-

3.00 Malinees
Tuesday Bargain Nighl
Student & Senior Discounts
S 1.50 FealUres

GHOST~
Patrick Swayze
Demi Moore

FRI, WE (*4:25) 6:45 9:05
SAT, SUN (*2:05 4:25) 6:45 9:05
MON, WED, TIIUR 6:45 9:05

DEATH WARRANT

WHAM BAM
VAii DAMME!

FRI, 11JE (*5:20) 7:15 9:10
SAT, SUN (*1:30 3:25 5:20) 7:15 9:10
MON,WED, TIIUR 7:15 9:10

"The purpose of
being is the full
enjoyment of God."

k!:_ em $/,SO

Experience Ecstacy!

.Fres11man

Vo4te7~
lhe l_

~

FRl,MON-TIIUR 7:00

SAT. SUN 2:40 7:00

First United
Methodist Church
Hotline 962-9257

the Clymer museum and
the Ellensburg Community
Art Gallery.
On campus we have the
Sarah Spurgeon Art Gallery
which opened last weekend
with its first show.
And finally, if fine literature is your fetish, Central's
English department has a
variety of poetry readings
and guest lectures throughout the year.
Of course, the choice isn't
as broad as Seattle but it's
not quite a wasteland.
And Central adds that
personal touch.
When you go see a play or
concert here you aren't supporting strangers off the
street, you're supporting
fellow students. And you're
taking a look at what Central students can do.
Of course, sometimes it's
necessary to go to the Tav
or the Best Western and experience culture over a
pitcher of beer. I've been
found there on occasion.
BUT, we are college students and sometimes it's
nice to entertain our minds
too.

urPrett-x
vvoman

[!!)

FRI, SAT, SUN, WE 4:40 9:00
MON, WED, TIIUR 9:00

years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you.'11 have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

.

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*

CALL 1-800-842-2776
ID FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. sm

.

* The CREF Bond Market and Social Choice Accounts may not be available under all institutional retirement plans, but are
available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans.

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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Sports
No·. 1 in the nation!
Win over
Western
poll-vaults
'Cats to top

by Jim Thomsen
Editor-in-chief

by Greg Miller
Staff reporter

or the first time in
the history of Central
football, the Wildcats
can legitimately say,
"We're number one."
Central (3-0) moved to the
top of the NAJA national
polls after beating Western
Washington 28-16 at
Tomlinson Field last Saturday.

F

FOOTBALL

~

~f~-;j

'CAT
TRACKS

Last game: Defeated
Western at home, 28-16
Record: 3-0 (2-0 league)
Stars: Kenny Thompson ran
for 163 yards and 2 TDs;
Tyson Raley added 145.
Linebacker Keith Ross had
14 tackles.
Next: Home vs. PLU, 1:30
Sat. Radio: KXLE-AM 1240

After last week's No.1 team,
Missouri Valley, was upset,
Central received 14 of the 19
first- place votes to move into
the top spot.
"It (the No. 1 ranking) is not
just a tribute to this team,
but it's a tribute to our
overall program," said head
coach Mike Dunbar. "It's a
tribute to the tradition we've
built over the past few
seasons.
"This makes us a target for
everyone we play and we've
got to be smart enough to be
ready to play each week
because everyone is going to
be shooting for us."
The Wildcats will be put to
the test Saturda when the

Amie Norem Jr.fThe Observer

Daryl Clark makes his second of two interceptions in the Wildcat's win over Western. This
interception stopped a late Viking scoring drive.

host Pacific Lutheran University. PLU (3-0) is ranked
fifth in the nation after a 287 drubbing of Oregon Tech
last Saturday. Kickoff for
Saturday's game is set for
1:30 p.m. at Tomlinson Field.
Last week, the Wildcats
avoided an u set b scorin

12 points in the last 3:50.
The Wildcats were led by
the power running of junior
Kenny Thompson, who led
all rushers with 163 yards
and two touchdowns. Freshman Tyson Raley also contributed a touchdown and
145 ards on 18 carries.

Keith Ross and Datyl Clark
were the defensive stars for
the Wildcats. Ross had 14
tackles, including eight
primary tackles, and was
named NAIA Division 2
National Defensive Player of

by Chris Ames

•

again
Senior N euneker
key to Central's
newfound success

Sports editor

Despite losing four of six starters from
last season's team, the Central volleyball team has continued its winning
ways.
Last year's Wildcat team ended its
season ranked 17th in the nation with
a 32-9 record. The 1990 Lady 'Cats
have kept the tradition going. Heading
into last Tuesday night's match at the
University of Idaho, Central was 14-4
and ranked ninth in the nation. It is the
highest a CWU volleyball team has
ever been ranked.
The Lady Wildcats host the University of British Columbia tonight at 7:30
p.m. UBC is traditionally a Canadian

18

The Central men's baskteball
program, trying to pick up the
pieces after being rocked by
scandal in March, was handed
the "death penalty" this summer - a two-year suspension
from postseason play.
The suspension, handed down
by the NAIA Aug. 10 after a ·
five-month investigation into
a player-paying scandal that
cost Dean Nicholson the coaching job he had held since 1963,
was not appealed by the university.
The t~am will serve the 199293 season on probation.
In addition, the women's basketball team will serve the
1990-91 year on probation as
punishment for $65 in player
loans made by Coach Gary ..
Frederick.
Senior forward Greg Sparling
said he and his teammates did
not expect such a harsh punishment.
"We were thinking it was
going to be a light suspension,"
he said. "We thought the longer
it took, the lighter it would be.
When we got into the room
where Coach Gil (Coleman) told
us, you should have seen the
look on everybody's faces. We
were totally shocked."
Despite the shock, Sparling
and his teammates each said
they would stay at Central.
Among those who took a while
to make that decision was
sophomore guard Jason Pepper, whose brother Ryan, ahigh
school standout at Selah, is
reportedly leaning toward
Central for his collegiate playing career.
"It could have affected my
decision," he said. "But it would
be tough to pull up and play
somewhere else."
- Ryan's decision will be unaffected by the suspension, Jason said.

See WILDCATS I page17 See HOOPS I page 18

Wildcat volleyball winning

See VOLLEYBALL I page

Wildcat
basketball
suspended
for 2 years

by Greg Miller
Staff reporter

Lisa Neuneker drills another kill. Neuneker is one of the
senior leaders on this year's team.

Observer file photo

The Lady Wildcats have their sights
set on the District 1 Volleyball Championships this year.
Leading the way towards that goal is
senior standout Lisa Neuneker, one of
the key players on this year's squad.
Neuneker helped guide the 'Cats to a
32-9 record and a second- place finish
at districts last year.
See NEUNEKER I page

22
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No. 1 vs. No.5 in showdown
From WILDCATS I pg. 16
the Week.
Clark intercepted two passes.
The second pick-off stopped a
Western drive midway through
the fourth quarter.
The offense managed to amass
380 yards of total offense (344
on the ground) and enough big
plays to extend their consecutive regular-season unbeaten
streak to 24 games.
Touchdown runs by Thompson and Raley, of 63 and
58 yards respectively, were a
major driving force in the Vikings' downfall.
The defense recorded its share
of big ple;tys as well, registering
three sacks, two interceptions
(both by Clark) and a dramatic
fourth-quarter stop of the Vikings.
With 1:55 remaining on a
fourth-and-one play at the
Wildcat 38 yard line, linebacker Marc Yonts stuffed the
Vikings' last chance for a possible :upset.
Central enters it's contest
with Pacific Lutheran on a 24game regular-season unbeaten
streak. The last time the 'Cats
lost a regular season game was
in 198 7 when the Lutes defeated Central at Tomlinson
Stadium.
Ironically, the week before,
Wildcat Tom Marty was named
NAIA National Player of the
Week. The only other Wildcat
to claim that honor is Keith
Ross, who earned it last week.
The key to the Wildcats game
against PLU may be Central's
ability to stop an explosive Lute
offense.
PLU leads the CFA in total,
rushing and scoring offense.
Central leads the CFA in total,
rushing and scoring defense.
But the Lutes will pose the
toughest test for the Wildcats
so far this season.
PLU returns 13 starters from
last year's team; seven return
on offense and six on defense.
PLU is led by senior running
backs Mike Kim and Chris
Havel. Both were productive
in last week's win against
Oregon Tech, each rushing for
over 100 yards.
Kim is averaging over seven
yards per carry, netting 230
yards on 32 carries this year.
Eric Kurle appears to be the
starter at quarterback but
redshirt freshman Marc
Weekly has already seen extensive playing time this season and could see action if the
offense starts to stall.
Whoever is quarterbacking

HELP WANTED
1. Would you like to work for
yournlf?
2. Would you like to eel your own
houri?
3. Are you telf-motlvated?
4. Are you a bit of an entrepeneur?

If you anewered YES to all of the above,

you are fuet the pereon we're looking tori
A• an Amerlun P11U91 C1mpu1 Rep·

resent1tln , you will be reeponelble for
placing advertieing on bulletin board1 .
You will aleo have the opportunity to work
on marketing program• for 1uch clients
ae American Expreee, Ford, and Boeton
Univereity. There are no ealee Involved.
Many of our repe etay with ue long after
graduation. For more Information, call or
write ue at the following addre11:

can be assured of good protection as the Lutes return a
quartet of seniors anchoring
the offensive line.
On the other side of the football, the PLU defense looks
even tougher. The Lutes dominated Oregon Tech last
week,limiting the Owls to only
121 total yards. Against the
pass, the Lutes are just as
stubborn. PLU leads the Columbia Football Association in
interceptions with nine.
The Lutes' defense is led by
senior linebackers Bruce
Schmidt and Rusty Eklund,
who were the team's top two
tacklers last year.
The secondary is deep as well,
with senior Brian Larson and
sophomore Rusty Frisch returning at cornerback and
safety.
Graduation took half the defensive line but the Lutes still
return two defensive line startArnie Norem Jr.rrhe Observer
ers in end, Frank Johnson and The Wildcat defense shut down Western, but the real test will be Saturday when PLU meets
tackle John Falavoito.
Central at Tomlinson Field.
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Basketball team susp~nded Volleyball still hot
rom HOOPS I page 16
"The last year of the suspension would be his freshman
y~ar, and the freshman year
is probably the least important," he said.
Others, like transfer recruits Larry Foster, Jeff
Albrecht and Heath Dolven,
knew suspension was a
possibility when they chose
to come to Central and immediately reconfirmed their
intention to play for the
Wildcats, said Coach Gil
Coleman.
"I think we're in better
shape than people think," he
said.

for the newly formed Yakima
SunK.ings, a semipro Continental Basketball Association team, earlier this
summer.
The Wildcats, which begin
play this November, will be
without last season's leading
scorer, forward Scott Kenney, who became academically ineligible and left
school. Senior forward Jason
Eckert is taking fall classes
with the hopes of being
eligible for winter quarter.
Another player, sophomore
center Terry Britt, was
fighting possible academic
ineligibility through summer
classes.

Coleman, who was considered Nicholson's heir appar- ·
ent during his two years as a
Wildcat assistant, was
named head coach two weeks
after Nicholson stepped down
under pressure March 2.
The resignation followed the
revelation that an internal
university audit had uncovered more than $65,000 in
payments made by Nicholson
to 49 players since 1987 from
the profits of his annual
summer basketball camp.
Nicholson, 63, wh-0 had led
the Wildcats to 619 wins and
22 postseason appearances in
his 26 years as head coach,
took the head coaching reins

Vikings,. Sports Schedule
Eagles Football
hurting Volleyball
By John Myers
USA Today

Minnesota and Philadelphia
were considered by some to be
possible Super Bowl contenders.
So far, the Vikings and Eagles
have looked anything but super.
Both teams stand 1-3 after
upset losses and are .in last
place in their respective divisions. Tampa Bay rallied to
topple Minnesota, 23-20, in
overtime Sunday, while Indianapolis stunned Philadelphia,
24-23, in the closing seconds.
Minnesota continues to be an
enigma despite possessing one
of the league's top-rated defenses and an offense that has
all-purpose back Herschel
Walker and dangerous receivers in Anthony Carter and
Hassan Jones.
The Vikings are off to their
worst start since 1972 and had
a 13-game home winning
streak snapped.
For the second time in three
weeks, Philadelphia lost to a
team it was expected to beat at
home. The Colts (1-3) toppled
the Eagles with a touchdown
pass on the last play of the
game. Phoenix used a lategame field goal to edge Philadelphia on Sept. 16.
The losses can't bode well for
either Vikings coach Jerry
Burns or Eagles coach Buddy
Ryan, both of whom could be
on-shaky ground if they don't
get things turned around. More
bad news, no NFL team made
it to the playoffs last season
after a 1-3 start.
Minnesota mortaged its future last season in the trade to
get Walker but has gone just 78 with him since.
The Vikings can begin their
turnaround next week against
lowly Detroit(l-3), a team they
usually dominate.
The Eagles, as well as the rest
of the NFC East, have a bye
next Sunday. They return to
action Oct. 15, ironically,
against Minnesota.
It could be the make or break
point in both teams' seasons.

1:30

Pacific Lutheran

Oct. 6

Oct. 4
Oct. 5--6
Oct. 7
Oct. 9

7:30
All Day
6:00
7:00

British Columbia
at UPS Tournament
Alaska-Fairbanks
Whitworth

from VOLLEYBALL I 16
power and will provide Central
with a stiff challenge.
Tomorrow and Saturday,
Central travels to Tacoma to
participate in the Puget Sound

'CAT
TRACKS
Last week: Defeated St.
Martin's 15-9,15-13, 10-15,
15-8 in Lacey
Record:14-4
Stars: Brenda Moore and
Barb Bardwell had 1o kills
apiece. Tina Torgeson added
nine kills and eiaht dias.
Next: The University of British
Columbia tonight, 7:30 p.m.,
Nicholson Pavillion

Invitational. .
The Lady Wildcats will take
on Alaska-Fairbanks 6 p.m.
Sunday. Tuesday, Whitworth
is in Ellensburg for a match at
7 p.m.

In its last outing, Central
knocked off St. Martin's College in Lacey, 15-9, 15-13, 1015, 15-8. Brenda Moore and
Barb Bardwell had 10 kills
apiece. Tina Torgeson had nine
kills and added eight digs.
A big reason for the continued
success of the Lady 'Cats was
the off-season recruiting by
head coach John Pearson.
Central's roster includes four
junior college transfers and one
NCAA transfer ..
Leading the way for the Wildcats, however, are returning
starters Torgeson and
Bardwell.
Torgeson and Bardwell are
second and third on the team
in kills.
Torgeson was last season's
Most Valuable Player.
Brenda Moore leads the team
with 128 kills. Michelle Hiebert
has been the team's top setter,
registering 559 assists.

HIGH-LEVEL CAREERS
ARE LAUNCHED WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Flying a 15-ton jet is not for
everyone. But for those who can
meet the challenge, it's a thrill that
no other career can offer.

Men's Soccer
2:00
2:00

at Oregon State
at Concordia College

Oct. 6
Oct. 7

Women's Soccer
1:00
3:00

at UPS
Washington State

Oct. 6
Oct. 9

EARN 3-15 CREDITS
as an Intern
*Open to all students
*Open to all majors
*Flexible Hours

Contact the Presidents Office

Bouillon 208H 963-2111

Linder Chiropractic Center
Located next to campus
1011 N. Alder
962 - 2570

Dr. Myron
Linder

Dr. Sandy
Linder

._-.--

~--

~~~~

at Fort Casey Invitational

BEAN
ASSISTANT
TO THE
DIRECTOR OF
GOVERNMENTAL
AND CORPORATE
RELATIONS!!!

-------. -.---:.:=
.
963-2314

--- ----___
·--------

..-=~
___.

Cross Country
Oct. 6

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES

Dr. Maynard
Linder

e Sound Health Preferred Provider.
e Emergency calls and Saturday appointments available.
e Largest Chiropractic Center in Kittitas County.

-...

_,,

~

!>

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

We have what you
need to pass the liardest
college test of all.
The test has only one question:
~
How in the dickens are you
going to pay for it?
College ,
is expensive. And for many the best answer to that
question\\·' "' is a Student Loan from Washington Mutual
Savings ,;,.::::..... Bank.
,
So let us help. If you are trying
to get through college
or graduate school without a rich
uncle, the next best thing
can be the friend of the family.
- Get an application from your school's financial aid office. Or call
us at (206) 461-3842. Collect, if it's a toll call.
If you don't come in and pick some up, the money is just going to
keep piling up around here.

.,,.-

QU~ Washington Mutual
The friend of the family
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Ross just glad to be playing
by Tami Schrank
Contributing writer

Central's football team is
ranked No. 1 in the nation this
week.
Linebacker Keith Ross says
he's glad to be a part of it, but
after three season-ending knee
injuries is lucky even to be
playing.
Ross is playing and playing
well. He had 14 tackles to lead
the 'Cats to a 28-16 win Saturday over Western Washington
and earn The Sub Shop Wildcat-of-the-Week award. Ross
was also selected as the NAJA
Division 2 National Defensive
Player of the Week.
The 6-2, 235-pound inside
linebacker has been told many
times that he would never play
football again. The first time
was after he blew out his right
knee during junior high football.
"It was bad," Ross said. So
bad, he wasn't expected to play
again but he managed to come
back next year and earn letters
in football, basketball and soccer at Enumclaw High School.
He not only earned letters
but .played well enough to be
named an all-league tight end
and linebacker after leading
his team in tackles. He received
a nomination to the all-state
game.
In soccer, Ross lead the team
in scoring, earned all-state
honors and was selected his
team's MVP.
However, when it came to
choosing a college sport, Ross
chose football instead of soccer
because he likes the physical
contact.
"Keith loves the physical
nature of football," Central
head coach Mike Dunbar said.
"He's a true inside linebacker
in terms of enjoying the physical contact of the position."
As much as Ross likes contact, it has taken a toll on his
body. After redshirting his
freshman year at Washington
State, he transferred to Central. But in the first game of
the 1986 season against Linfield, he injured his knee again.
It wasn't as bad as the first
time but the doctors advised
him to sit out the year and
rehabilitate be knee. At the
same time, Ross also had shoulder problems that required
surgery.

Ross managed to stay somewhat healthy and played the
entire 1987 and 1988 seasons,
earning Freshman-of-the-Year
honors in 1987 and second-

Keith Ross

team all-league honors in 1988.
In 1987, he ranked second on
the Wildcat team with 65 tackles. He ranked third in 1988
with 44 and had 21 tackles in
four games last year before
disaster struck again.
, Almost exactly a year ago in a
game against Pacific Lutheran,

Ross reinjured the same knee
again. The injury received
surgery and he said the five
days he spent in the hospital
were the worst five days of his
life, he said.
"When I was in the hospital, I
hated football," Ross said. "I
never wanted to play again and
wasn't going to."
Other people were also telling him he couldn't play again.
Ross, however, is not the type
ofperson to believe others when
they say he can't do something,
so by the last day in the hospital he had decided to try another comeback.
He said the lack offaith people
had in his ability to come back
gave him a purpose and the
desire to make this year his
best year.
He started rehabilitation his
first day out of the hospital.
Normally, Ross puts on weight
in the winter after football
season but the rehabilitation
and intense training kept his
weight down and he came into
football camp this summer in

France, 1958 1 IO min.
Jacques Tati, Director
Sunday, Octoher 28
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lJSA, 1986 100 min.
Jim .Jannusch, Director
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Italy, 1990 12J min.
<; iuscppe Tornatore, Director
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lJSA, 1989 119 min ..
Bruce Weber, Director
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Ellensburg, WA 98926
925-3651
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Tuesday evening lessons regin Get. 2
Mainstream dancing 1st and 4th Saturdays
Morgan Middle School Cafeteria
Call Mike at 925-7937 evenings

Saturday, October 6
MON ONCLE

Sunday, :\'.onmber 25

REPAIRS

FUN ! FUN ! FUN ! FUN ! FUN !
STUDENTS-FACULTY-STAFF
Join Washington's
15,000 Square Dancer's

FALL QUARTER 1990

Brazil, 19.59 IOJ min.
Marcel Camus, Director

BOOT I SHOE

Ross had eight primary stops
and six assists, including one
tackle for a loss. He leads the
team in tackles with 34.
Ross said he was surprised
about the National Player-ofthe-Week honor and attributed
it more to the team's success.
"It's been a total team effort
on defense," Ross said.
Looking ahead, Ross said it
will be difficult to put football
behind him. "It's nice to have a
dream to play somewhere," he
said, "but you have to realize
the reality of your career being
over.

FILM SERIES

BLACK ORPHEUS

WHILE YOU WAIT!

the best shape of his life.
The road back, however, has
not necessarily been a smooth
one. His knee is so loose that
doctors still do not recommend
that he play.
Ross said that he is not scared
of reinjuring the knee. His
philosophy is that he could get
hurt driving to practice, so why
worry about it.
His confidence showed last
Saturday as the Wildcats
pulled out a victory over Western Washington, extending
their regular-season unbeaten
streak to 24 games.

II

II
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8 .... uncla_y showings
I Saturday showing
'.\II filn~s show at 7:00 ~m . .
in \kConnell Auditorium ~
Central Washington
'
L:nin:rsit,Y rnmpus.
:\short film will precede
t:ad1 feature.
Open to the Puhlic.

II

II

--

Sin1:le 1\dmission: $2.50
Saies /'ass: $/.1.()(}
Series l'as.\es are ~·alidj(>r
Fall Quarter films and may
be used for guei,,·ts.
Series Pane.\ are available
at Four Vt'inds Bookstore,
•
,\ce Records, Jerrol's, Engli.\·h ...
Department and SUB Information Booth.
•

II

•
•
•
•

Sponsored by ASCWU & the English Department.
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STATISTICS
Football
Central Washington 28, Western Washington 16
Sept. 29, 1990
atEllensburg
Western Washington
7
o
7
2 -----16
Central .Washington
7
9
O
12 -----28
WWU - Wagner 2 run (Clemensen kick) 9:11, 1st
CWU - Thompson 64 run (Sparks kick) 2:54, 1st
CWU -Thompson 1 run (Sparks kick) 4:37, 2nd
CWU - Safety, Clemensen downed ball in end zone 3:30, 2nd
WWU -AncJra 5 pass from Sayre (Clemensen kick) 8:27, 3rd
WWU - Safety, Dunford tackled Thompson in end zone 12:55 4th
CWU - Sparks 34 FG 3:50, 4th
·CWU - Raley 58 run (Sparks kick) 1:06, 4th
CWU - Safety, Shoup tackled Hampton in end zone 1:01, 4th

wwu

cwu

First downs
9
16
Rushes-yards
37-117
57-367
Passing yards
90
36
Comp-Att-lnt
13-30-2
3-13-0
Penalties
8-70
4-40
Fumbles-lost
1-0
3-2
Time of possession
30:54
29:06
RUSHING-Western: Wagner 26-105, Hanson 1-5, Sayre
7--27. Central: Thompson 26-163, Raley 18-145, Karg 10-31,
Peyser 3-5.
PASSING -Western: Sayre 12-28-86, Howard 1-2-4. Central: Karg 3-13-36.
RECEIVING - Western: Ahcira 3-24, Carlson 3-23, Corbin 214, Peterson 1-4. Central: Gallagher 1-25, Boles 1-6, Galbraith
1-5.
Att. -3,500
CENTRAL FOOTBALL SEASON STATISTICS
OFFENSE
DEFENSE
Rushing
Car
Yards Tackles
No.
Raley
57
331
Ross
34
Thompson
47
271
Yonts
28
Karg
26
44
McKenzie
27
Peyser
13
31
Mattson
23
Fengler
20
Passing
Com Yards Olson
19
15
171
Mitchell
17
Karg
4
14
Gannon
14
Stradley
Minnix
13
12
Yards Hoyman
No.
Receiving
Clark
11
49
4
Atterbury
42
4
Collins
No.
Interceptions
22
4
Raley
2
Clark
31
3
Boles
1
Mattson
11
2
Thompson
1
Minnix
25
1
Gallagher
5
1
Galbraith
Avg.
No.
Punting
36.7
24
Points Stradley
Scoring
19
Sparks
FG
Kick Scoring PAT
18
Raley
4-7
7-7
Sparks
18
Thompson

PAGE

Volleyball

NAIA DIV. 2 NATIONAL
FOOTBALL RANKINGS
Rank
Team
1 CENTRAL WASHINGTON
2
Baker KS
3
Peru State, NE
4
Tarleton State TX
5
Pacific Lutheran
6
Westminster, PA
7
Dickinson State ND
8
Chadron St~te, NE
9
Wisconsin-LaCrosse
1O
Nebraska Wesleyan
11
Bethany, KS
12
·Missouri Valley
13
Teikyo Westmar IA
14 St. Mary of the Plains KS
15
Carroll MT
16
Geneva PA
17
Georgetown KY
18
Austin College TX
19
Concordia WI
20
Linfield OR
21
Taylor IN
22
Evangel MO
23
Greenville IL
TIE
Wisconsin-Stout
25
Southern Oregon
TIE
Whitworth
- CFA teams in bold ..:....
LAST WEEK'S CFA SCORES
WWU 16 at CWU 28
Linfield 27 at UPS 17
Whitworth 42 at Eastern
.Oregon 21
Lewis & Clark 40 at Simon
Fraser 3
PLU 28 at Oregon Tech 7
Willamette 29 at Pacific 25
South. Oregon 57 at Western
Oregon 20

CENTRAL VOLLEYBALL SEASON STATISTICS
Player
Kills
Assists
Aces Digs Blks.
Bardwell
125
11
11
145
19
Burke
O
3
O
49
O
Carroll
20
1
O
23
6
Hiebert
37
598
11
114
26
Huff
21
31
6
22
15
Jones
60
3
3
.21
33
Moore
138
6
6
178
8
Nelson
1
1
4
97
o
Neuneker
71
2
3
64 · 14
Norris
3
1
5
49
3
Ozanich
O
54
2
14
O
Pepper
92
8
2
81
38
Torgeson
136
21
9
165
25
Wingerter
86
6
12
99
57

Soccer
CENTRAL MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS
Player
Shots
Goals
Assists
Gil
19
7
3
Neufeld
14
3
1
Noviks
11
2
O
Smalaaden
1O
1
1
Hudson
3
O
3
GOALKEEPING
Saves
Goals
Marquett
20
3
Woolley
9
2
CENTRAL WOMEN'S
Player
Shots
Murphy
32
Montgomery
18
Gillespie
15
Isley
25
Boyle
10
GOALKEEPING
Harris
Sapp

SOCCER STATISTICS
Goals
Assists
10
4
4
3
3
2
2
3
1
4
Saves
Goals
8
o
56
11

.·.·..:;;:.-:·:·:·· .... ... ... .......................... .. .... ... ...........·.·.·.·.··:·····

Computer Services reminds members of the campus community of the following University
policy on computer software. In general, the policy states that all software used on University
owned machines or University property must be properly licensed. Normally this means that
copying a software package for use on another machine (internal or external to the University)
is illegal. If you have questions about your rights to use a software package, please see the
following policy statement as well as the license agreement associated with that package.

BIG BOX
OF FRIES

: :·,: :. ,I EllM:t:',l lllEillBl:':,e111111111:: : : : : : : : : t:t.
: ,: .111111!111:::1111111:11111111111m1::1 :11111:m :· : ·: =:
::::=::::::.,:·!··

$2.75

It.is the policy of Central Washington University to adhere to the provisions of
copyright laws in the area of computer programs. Though there continues to be
controversy regarding interpretation of those copyright laws, the following procedures represent a sincere effort to operate legally. Therefore, in an effort to
discourage violation of copyright laws and to prevent such illegal activities:

1.

University employees will be expected to adhere to the provisions of copyright
Jaws in the area of Public Law 96-517. section 7(b) which amends Section 117 of
Title 17 of the United States Code wich allows for the making of a back-up copy
of computer programs. That statute states, in part, "...it is not an infringement for
the owner of a copy of a computer program to make or authorize the making of
another copy or adaptation of that computer program provided:
a.

that such a new copy or adaptation is created as an essential step in the
utilization of the computer program in conjunction with a machine and
that is used in no other manner, or

b.

that such a new copy and adaptation is for archival purposes only and
that all archival copies are destroyed in the event that continued
possesion of the computer program should cease to be rightful.

2.

When software is to be used on a disk sharing system, efforts will be made to
secure this software from copying.

3.

Illegal copies of copyrighted programs may not be made or used on University
equipment.

The Nike Air Force Five.

SJ.~1.Q.&S
706 E. 8th

Ellensburg , WA 98926

(509) 925-5555

4.

The legal or insurance protection of the University will not be extended to
employees who violate copyright Jaws.

5.

Nothing in this policy shall be deemed to apply to computer programs or software
products which lie within the public domain.

Athletic Shoes · Sweats · Shirts · Shorts
Bags - Posters

AND-BIG BOX OF FRIES

$7.00
WE DELIVER

608 N. Main
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Domino theory applied to college athletics
Big money fuels
motivations of
independent
universities namely Miami
By Mike Lopresti
USA Today

ITEM: Arkansas and South
Carolina join Southeastern
Conference, Florida State goes
to Atlantic Coast Conference.
DEDUCTION: Behold the
domino theory. It used to mean
Southeast Asian nations falling to the wave of communism.
Now it means southeastern
U.S. colleges falling to the wave
of commercialism. Miami is
next. The Hurricanes· will
weigh their offers like so many
bags of gold, decide which is
best, and announce their decision any day now.
Miami may opt for the Big
East, where it will join such
sister institutions as Connecticut. And I suspect there are
plenty of Hurricane fans who
think Seton Hall is Monty's
brother.
It is all done for money. But
when will enough be enough
The current pricetag of college sport is out of control. The
NCAA is not supposed to emulate the Pentagon. As of now,

STICKS
AND
STONES

the colleges chase every paycheck, no matter where it leads
them, talking reform as they
trod over good intentions in
the mad da~h for dollars.
ITEM: Rickey Henderson, in
battle with George Brett for
American League batting title,
lashes out at Kansas City
manager John Wathan for intentionally walking him with
first base open in Tuesday's
game.
DEDUCTION: Rickey Henderson often pleads that he gets
a bad rap about having an attitude. Then he acts like a boor.
It is not in John Wathan's job
description that he contribute
to Henderson's drive to a bat. ting title. He is paid to win
games for the Royals. Walking
Henderson with first base open
to get to Walt Weiss - a move
that worked as Weiss was retired to end a rally - is a prudent, logical move.
Yo Rickey. You soon will have
Lou Brock's stolen base record,
the league MVP and a World
Series ring. What, that's not

and at a quarter of a million it
account.
enough? Grow up.
To be sure, this paycut will is not an inexpensive one.
ITEM: Magic Johnson volunHe is special, one of the very
tarily takes $250,000 paycut hardly means Magic Johnson
so Lakers can stay under sal- eats baloney rather than T- rare breed who will not be fully
ary cap and acquire Terry hone. But the message is clear, appreciated until he is gone.
Teagle from Golden State.
DEDUCTION: Are there 30 I
\\'\.e National
professional athletes in the 1
world who would dream of
\'O
doing this? 20? 10? This is as
~
an impressive move as any ~~
behind-the-back pass he's ever ~
thrown.
Michael Jordan, cut of similar heroic stuff, did the same
thing earlier this summer so
the Bulls could get Dennis
Hopson.
Magic has championship
rings by the gross. Many stars
would have lost the edge on
CWUnow offers you the National Student Exchange-their will to win long ago, pre- an opportunity to study at one of more than 100 universities
ferring to rest on their reputa- and colleges nation-wide! During the exhange you will pay
tions and nest eggs. The Lak- . in-state tuition and you may be able to use financial aid.
ers may be sliding, but his Want to know more? Come to an informationa~ meeting:
legend is secure.
M
G
c
·1
But Johnson's competitive
ary rupe enter • :~} ·
fires burn so brightly he is
October, 4 , 1990 ~0~J/y
willing to make a sacrifice in
4:00 p.m.
.1
the holiest of places for most If you have questions please call Nomi Pearce, NSE Coordinamodern age athletes; the bank tor at 963-3612.

Call 1800 654-0471
and you won't
have to wait
till spring to get
a break.

2 x 6 Redwood .63 I lin. ft.

Cinder blocks $1.99 ea.
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Economy studs .99 ea.
2" x 4" x 8'

Shop Sheeting $8.02 ea.
1/2" x 4'

x 8'
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LUMBER

962•9811 •OLD VANTAGE HIWAY

There's nothing like a call to keep in
touch with people you really care about. But
there's nothing like a lot of long distance calls
to cut into a student's budget. Which is why
A'I&T has a whole program of products and
services called AJ&T Student Sawr Pl.us.
It includes the AJ&TReach Out®
America Plan, "Which gives you savings
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. fur example,
you11 get 25% off our already low evening
prices!" You11 even save when you call during
the daytime.

To enroll in AJ&T Reach Oue America
or to learn about the Student Saver Plus
programs that are right for you, call us at
1 800 654-0471 Ext. 1232. And get a break
any time of the year.

Aifil Helping make college lite a little easier.

•Discount applies to out-of-state calls direct-dialed 5-10 pm, Sunday-Friday.
Th.is service may not be available in residence halls on your campus.
©1990Ar&r

AT8.T
The right choice.
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Female sportswriter harassed in Patriots locker room
ual harassment complaint.
"The Patriots are now saying
I'm
trying to further my career
FOXBORO, Mass. - Boston
Herald reporter Lisa Olson (by bringing the issue forstayed late in the locker room ward)," she said. "This is the
after the Sept. 16 game in worst thing that can happen.
Indianapolis between New It'll follow me forever."
Owner Victor Kiam said, "I
England and the Colts, waitcan't
get excited about it. It's a
ing for two Patriots who were
still showering. She needed flyspeck in the ocean."
Olson, who has covered the ·
interviews for a feature.
Super
Bowl· and National
Some players complained to
Hockey
League, said she
club officials that she was
around and looking too much. doesn't like to be in locker
The next day, some players rooms.
"I've had typical comments
approached her as she sat next
that
every woman has had in a
to an interview subject in the
locker room. Lewd comments male-dominated job. I've not
were made, and one exposed made it an issue. But I was
humiliated; I was put through
his genitals to her face.
"Several of them approached something so vile like that only
me, positioned themselves because I'm a woman. I'm
inches away from my face and trying to do my job professiondared me to touch their private ally."
Patriots president Pat Sulliparts," Olson said. She said
· she refused to look up but she vanfound "verbal harassment"
could identify tight end Zeke occurred and fined an unnamed
Mowatt as making some of the player, reportedly Mowatt, an
remarks. A Patriots media of- undisclosed amount. He did not
find there was any suggestion
ficial was near her.
Olson was unnerved, cut off of physical contact by a player.
The Herald said that's not
the interview, reported it to
her editor but asked her paper enough; they want publicly
not to make it public initially announced discipline, counsel(the Boston Globe, ironically, ing for the players, and apolobroke the story a few days later) gies from both team and Kiam.
Female sportswriters and
- though later she filed a sexUSA Today

Gil le~~s Weekend S'\Veep
by Chris Ames
Sports editor

After losing S. ~lose riiatbh at ·
Whitman College on Wednes- ·
day the Central men's soccer
team bounced back to sweep
its weekend games.
·
·Central blanked Seattle
University 3-0 on Saturday.
Mark Neufeld was the offensive hero, scoring two of
Central's goals. Goalkeeper · •· · ·
Danny Marquett posted the
shutout.
c .. >
Sunday's matchat the Uni-

versitJ ~f Phk~t S~und wiJ.s a
· showcase for J anko Gil,

Central's leadillg scorer. Gil
tied his own record by scoring three · goals, cruising
Central to a 4-0 win.
.
Goaltending duties'' we~e
split between Marquett and
Chuck Wooley;
This weekend the Wildcats
travel to Corvallis on Saturday for a match with the
Beavers of Oregon State University. Sunday, Central is
in Portland for · a match
against Concordia College.

Neuneker leads 'Cats
from Neuneker I page 16
Neuneker grew up in Silver
Lake in southwestern Washington, attending Toutle Lake
High School where she was a
three-sport standout in basketball, volleyball and track. She
was instrumental in getting her
school's SADD (Students
Against Drunk Drivers) program started, participated in
band playing the soprano, saxophone and was part of the
National Honors Society.
After receiving scholarship
offers from several schools for
volleyball as well as basketball, N euneker decided to stay
at home and attend Grays
Harbor Community College on
a full volleyball scholarship.
She transferred to Central
from Grays Harbor after two
stellar seasons there, earning
team MVP honors and the
Grays Harbor scholar-athlete
of the year in her sophomore
season.
She chose to transfer to Central because of its strong education department, smaller
school size and location, which
as she said, "... was far enough
to get away from home, but
close enough to return as well."
Neuneker is a double major
in education and history and
maintains a 3.4 G.F.A. She

enjoys hiking, dancing and
reading and plans on becoming a high school teacher and
volleyball coach after she
graduates.
Her goals this season are to
play as much as possible and
do eyerything she can to help
the team win.
Summing up the season to
date, N euneker said: "We've
had our ups and downs but
now things are running
smooth."
She says the team is "more
unified" this year and believes
the team "will peak at districts,
when it counts the most."
Neuneker said she appreciates the tremendous support
she and the team have received
from Central students and
boosters this year. She feels
that the fans here are the best
she has encountered in her 10
years of playing volleyball.
Her favorite sports memory
at Central came last year when
the volleyball team won the
Whitworth Tournament, winning seven straight matches,
including a three-set victory
over Whitworth in the finals to
capture the title.
The team is currently 14-4
with home matches scheduled
for tonight, Sunday and Tuesday.

broadcasters are outraged
about the incident.
"Isn't he the guy who makes
money selling Lady Remingtons? I'll be shifting to Gillette,"
said CBS sportscaster Lesley
Visser, who covered the Patriots in 1976-78 for the Boston
Globe.
Kiam described Olson as "a
classic bitch," according to
other reporters. He also reportedly questioned why a female
reporter would be sent on the
Patriots' assignment.
"I think Mr. Kiam's actions
are deplorable," Visser said.
"An employer has to set the
tone. His comments set the
women's movement back 20
years.
"I thought we'd be done with
this in the 1980s," she said. "I
hope we're not speaking to the
same topic again in the year
2000."
What others have to say:
- Michele Himmelberg,
Orange County (Calif.) Register and president of AWSM
(Association for Women in
Sports Media): The AWSM is
demanding that NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue respond

swiftly and not allow Kiam to
set a precedent for "unjust
harassment" that will prevent
female reporters from doing
their jobs.
"I was assigned to cover pro
football in 1979 in Tampa Bay;
women reporters have been
covering professional football
at least 12 years. They do that
because women are competent
reporters, the most able to do
the job. It has nothing to do
with sex. It is not a sexual
issue."
Himmelberg said there are
ways for players and female
sports reporters to work together to assure male athletes'
privacy and the reporter's right
to do her job.
"If this had been a black
reporter, and a player didn't
like him and called him (a racial
name), no one in the locker
room or the club would have let
it go."
- Jill Lieber, sportswriter
with Sports Illustrated: "I've
covered all the major sports
and ... (have) heel) shaken up
by the experience ofhavingmen
fondle themselves to intimidate
me." If Kiam really said what

he allegedly said, "I not only
worry about that as a woman,
but as a minority you would
wonder how he handles minorities when he's hiring."
- Christine Brennan, Washington Post, reported on the
Redskins 1985-87. She said
Kiam and the Patriots should
beware; women reporters will
not just go away.
"Players will be players; boys
will be boys," she said. "I'm not
condoning it, but we're going to
have situations in the lockerrooms where guys are going to
be nasty to women reporters. "

WE NEED
SELF-MOTIVATED
STUDENTS.
EARN UP TO ti O/HR.
Market credit cams on campus.
Flexible hours.
Only 10 positions available.

Call Now
1·800·950·8472 Ext. 20

WeleoJDe Baek To
Central Washington University
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We don't need more kids named Ryan
New book
explores why
parents give
their kids dulllb
names like
'Ludlow'
29 Strict
31 Stamped
1 Pastime
34 Gull-like bird
6 African antelope 35 Newspapers,
11 Unite securely
collectively
12 Simpler
36 Artificial
14 Frog
language
15 Merits
37 Ethiopian title
17 Myself
38 Long, deep cut
18 Emmet
39 Male
19 Savory
40 Equally
20 Command to
41 Conspiracies
horse
42 Unit of Mexican
21 French article
currency
22 Mediterranean
43 Punctuation
vessel
mark
23 Wire nail
45 Click beetle
24 Built
47 Wise persons
26 Inclines
48 Surfeits
27 Forest
28 College official

By Deborah Finebaum-Raub
The Democrat and Chronicle

ob Glickman's sister
Betsy started it all more than
a year ago. She was four
months pregnant and had a
dining room table spread with
name-the-babybooks when
brother Bob visited one day.
"I flipped through the books and saw
the worst baby names imaginable," says
the 28-year-old Glickman, speaking
from his Pembroke Pines, Fla. home.

B

ACROSS

6

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle
DOWN

1 Earlier than
2 Real estate map
3 Unusual
4 Concerning
5 Handled
7

8

9

10

12

13
17

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Non Compos Mentis

6 Uncanny
7 Alight
8 Beast of burden
9 Symbol for
nickel
10 Degrade
11 Vapid
13 Musical
instruments
16 Imitated
19 Surgical thread
20 Pre-eminent
22 Disdain
23 Legumes
·25 Pitchers
26 Thong for a dog
28 Frocks
29 Strip of leather
30 Plagues
31 Unruly child
32 Expunges
33 Giver of gift
35 Walks wearily
38 Wild plum
39 Apportion
41 Hog
42 Stroke
44 Sun god
46 Note of scale

"'Why Ludlow?' I asked myself, 'Why
Sinclair?"'
"I thought at the time that someone
should warn parents what not to name
their babies," says Glickman, a comedy
club co-owner and comedy writer by
trade (Jay Leno and Joan Rivers are
two clients).
So he devoured all the baby name
books he could find. And "The Worst
Baby Name Book" (Andrews and
McMeel, $6.95) was born (several
months after his niece Kimberly). Its
pages are filled with. those names he
would never saddle a child with.
The tone of the book is unabashedly
tongue-in-cheek, with each entry accompanied by an insulting, mystifying
and totally fabricated origin and problem.
Example: "Hobart. Origin: Sanskrit
... meaning "sandals with black socks."
Problem: Upon introducing himself,
laughter will be heard in at least three
states."
Example: "Dolly. Origin: Created after "Hello Gertrude" failed on Broadway.
Problem: Dolly is the cart that burly
loading guys use to move refrigerators.
It is therefore not a great name for your
daughter."
But growing up with a name that's
different is something Dr. O.J. Sahler
can testify to, from the depths of bitter
experience.
Sahler, a behavioral pediatrician and
associate professor of pediatrics and
psychology at the University of Rochester Medical School, was blessed 46
years ago with the name Olle Jane Zagraniski.
"The intent was totally innocent; it
was short for my mother's name, Olga,"
she says. But the '50s was a time of
Kukla, Fran and Ollie and cookie-cut-·
ter girl names like Linda, Patty, Karen
and Debbie. Olle (pronounced AH-lee)
Jane was teased mercilessly.
Starting in college, Sahler began
introducing herself as 0 .J., only to have
a fellow named 0.J. Simpson popularize those same initials during her
medical school years.
But possessing an unusual name also
endows a child with a sense of uniqueness, Sahler adds. "This can be positive
when you feel you're special or it can be
a burden, especially during school years
when there's a tremendous need to be
like others."
"It takes a certain maturity to be

comfortable being different," says
Sahler."And, any day now, I'm going to
be that mature."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY I Apple
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HEY!
HOW ABOUT
READ IN'
THE ·

CLASSIFIEDS!
CLASSIFIEDS!
CLASSIFIEDS!
WANTED: Anyone who saw the altercation atthe Best Western, Friday, Sept.
21st, please call 925-2268
FOR SALE: Apple lie compatible
computer, extra disk drive, monitor,
printer, software. 963-8588.
LOOKING: for a fraternity, sorority, or
student organization that would like to
make $500-$1000 for one week oncampus marketing project. Must be
organized and hardworking. Call Cynthia or Jeanine at (800) 592-2121.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! Camp Fire
(boys and girls) has openings for male
and female leaders. for information call
925-2755.
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? Hopeful
couple waiting to give endless hugs,
family fun, education, travel, boundless
love to adopted newborn. Permissible
expenses paid. Contact COLLECT:
Attorney (Joan) (206) 728-5858 (file.
#8818), Hopeful Couple (206) 277-8920.
RESUMES! Mailing list/merge letters,
reports and term papers. Spell checked
and edited with word processor. Applications and forms typed. Call 925-6872.
Iris Secretarial and Resume Service,
314 West H~lena.
NATIONAL MARKETING FIRM seeks
outgoing, personable students to work
on special marketing projects on-campus. Flexible hours and excellent pay.
No pay. No sales. Call Cynthia at (800}
592-2121 extension 120.

by Greg Goessman
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Frazzini's Wheelin' Deal

1
I
delivery only special
I
I
THE PERFECT PIZZA FOR TWO :

pizza
place

I
I
I
FAST FREE DELIVERY 925-9855 :

ONLY $6.99

Frazzini s Pizza Place
Redeem This Coupon For

pizza
place

$3.00 off any Large or
$2.00 off any Medium
Three or more toppings

FAST FREE DELIVERY 925-9855

Dorm Special

order (up to 3 items) medium pizza for just $11.99
and receive a second medium pizza (up to 3 items)

pizza
place

for only

$4 •00

pizza
place

more

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday
Large Pizza at Medium Price
DELIVERY ONLV

FAST FREE DELIVERY 925-9855

~

I•

925-9855

Fast and Friendly Service

GET THE
ANSWERS ...
to all your healthcare
and medication questions
7 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Mon. - Sat.
9 a.m. -10 p.m.
Sundays

Downtown Pharmacy
414 North Pearl
925-1514
Close to Campus

The

~ ;.

__

-

,-;.

GO-- PY

Ice Cold Beverages

LOW PRICES

Fresh Produce

BINDING
LAMINATING
. COPIES TO 36" WIDE

and Much More
925-2467

WIDE ASSORTMENT OF PAPER AND MUCH MORE!
FAST, EFFICIENT AND FRIENDLY SERVICE!
962-COPV

Ski Rentals

* Fast Friendly Service

-~ _ Mountain Bike Rentals
M0UNTA IN HIGH Rollerblade Rentals

* Full Service Bakery
* Check Cashing
705 N. Ruby
925-9838

S P 0 R T S

•••<

SPROUSE!
Has everything for your apartment
or dorm room.

-

•

use ... software from the leading producers and see
your results on a LaserWriter IINT™
Reserve Your Tune NOW Hours: 9 - 9 Mon. - Fri.
Call about classes.

KING
VIDEOCABLE
.

co.

925-6106

See us for all your audio-visual needs

404 N. Pine
925-1344
Ellensburg, WA
Open 9-5:30 Monday
thru Saturday: 11-5 Sunday

ONLY $8 per hour

Come see us for all
of your athletic &
outdoor needs

105 E. 4th
925-4626

Open 7 a.m. Midnight Daily

Rent Time
On a Macintosh SET™ .

Shop

1188

SHOWTIME

installation specials going on now

PI ZZO
i

plac e

Frazzini's
Pizza Place

-tll•·

Body Building - Aerobics
For Better Health and Fitness
Nutritional Supplements
Wolff Tanning

_ _ _ '._J

FAST-SAFE
DELIVERY
PHONE
925-9855

. 509 962-9277

q/ans.'GYM
208 W. 5th Avenue
Ellensburg, WA 98926

l

